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Motel Rezoning 
Stopped By Province
A by-law to rezone property on 
the West Side of the Pat Bay 
Highway / Beacon Avenue in­
tersection for motel use has been 
halted by the Provincial 
Department of Highways.
. Sidney Council were told 
Monday evening that the High­
ways Department had refused to 
approve the by-law, stating that 
the rezoning was not compatible 
with “controlled highway ac­
cess.”
Departmental approval is 
required for rezoning of property 
adjacent to Provincial highways.
Mayor Stan Dear explained 
that the Department does not 
want the central core of the 
town’s business district to expand 
across the highway. Because of 
the refusal, the Mayor continued, 
the by-law will “die a natural 
death.”
The parcel is presently zoned 
for residential use.
Application for the rezoning 
was made by a firm which 
promotes development of motels 
known as ‘Motel 6’. Their 
practice in at least one other area 
has been to obtain necessary 
zoning approval, then attempt to 
sell the operation on a franchise 
basis before construction has 
taken place.
Following a comment by the 
Mayor that the reasons offered 
by the Department “made
sense” to him, Alderman Chris 
Andersen agreed — but 
questioned the lack of any 
reference to a future overpass at 
the intersection. If the overpass 
is to be constructed, as promised 
by the Department in the past, 
said Andersen, then he could see 
no reason why the rezoning 
should not be allowed.
“It disturbs me that the 
Department can dictate (such 
matters) to the town,” he con­
cluded.
Council will advise the ap­
plicant that the rezoning has been 








Sidney Alderman Jack 
Hamilton said he hoped it was an 
indication that improvements to 
Beacon Avenue were in the 
planning stages by the Depart­
ment of Highways.
The ‘indication’ was a letter 
received by Sidney council from 
the Department suggesting that 
street lights for the section of 
Beacon between Fifth Street and' 
the Pat Bay Highway be attached 
to hydro poles on one side of the 
street — and placed on standards 
on the other side.
The use of power poles would 
result in a saving of $7(X)0 to $8000 
council was told.
The Department’s letter said 
that the suggestion arose 
following advice from B.C. Hydro 
that they were unable to place 
their wiring underground.
“Why not?” Peter Malcolm 
wanted to know.
“Because it would cost us 
$80,000,” someone replied.







The fifteen North Saanich 
volunteer firemen and their chief 
Wally Snow, who threatened to 
resign last week, have resolved 
their differences with Council.
A special meeting called 
Thursday to discuss a letter from 
the fireman in which 11 members 
of the volunteer group said they 
would resign unless their 
grievances were dealt with, 
ended with an ‘in camera’ session 
which lasted more than three 
hours. •
Aid. George Aylard, chairman 
of the fire committee, said it was 
a very objective meeting. A joint 
statement issued that evening 
noted that all problems outlined
THE RESPONSE TO Project Sam in Central Saanich has been 
such that the municipality is now posting a guard outside the 
gate of the gravel pit collection depot at night! The cars are 
being disposed of free of charge by the Capital Regional District 
which is expected to send a crusher up to the gravel pit this 
week. About 700 rusted hulks are piled up now and Aid. Michell
said the guard has been posted to keep further offerings away. 
“Some mornings we can’t get into the public works yard.” 
Although Central Saanich offered to collect cars from this 
municipality only. Aid. Michell estimates that wrecks have been 
collected from all over the Peninsula.
(Heview Photo)
OPEN HOUSE 
The members of the North 
Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Department will hold an of­
ficial opening of the Fire Hall 
on June 16, commencing at 
1:30 p.m.
.The Hall will be open until 
5:30 p.m., refreshments will 
be served and equipment will 
be demonstrated.
ument
“We have a little difficultyi’’ 
said Mayor Stan Dear, explaining 
that town clerk Geoff Logan had 
been experiencing “bureaucracy 
at work” in attempting to gain 
Provincial .approval for 
borrowing by-law related to 
construction of Sidney’s storm 
sewer system.
Last year, when a similar by 
law was prepared, explained the 
Mayor, everything proceeded 
smoothly.
No so this year.
Mr. Logan had sent the by-law 
to Victoria for approval, only to 
get it back with 'vhe statement 
that a referend'jm must be held 
before it could be approved. 
Logan disagreed.
His argiWent was accepted. 
No referendum would have to 
be held. But ... the by-law 
would have to be published giving 
residents an opportunity to ob­
ject
Again Logan disagreed. Tlie 
relevant legislation said that 
neither a referendum nor 
publication was required when 
the town had been ordered to do 
the work by the Pollution Control 
Board. The Board had told Sidney 
they must install the storm sewer 
system,
Yes, agreed the bureaucrats, 
they had told the town to build the 
storm system, but they hod not 
■ordered’ the work done.
A written order was required, 
The alternatives, cxplnined the 
Mityor, wore publication of the 
by-law or "go on hands and knees 
and ask for the order,"
"Let's just shut off the (sewage 
treatment) plant,’V suggested 
/ddorman Chris Andersen,
While that suggestion dldn’ 
receive much support, no one on 
Council Bcomed willing to go to 
the Pollution Control Boarc 
either — to ask to be ordered to 
proceed with work they had 
already been told to complete 
'Tlic by-law will be published
ONE ASSESSOR IS ENOUGH FOR SIDNEY
Town Won't Hire Assistant
COMMERCIAL ASSESSMENTS TO RISE
VANDALS in North Saanich 
.... see ijage seven.
A brief on drug control by the 
Greater Nanaimo Ghamber of 
Commerce did riot receive the 
support of Saanich Peninsula 
School Board on Monday 
although most trustees agreed 
with the need for better control.
Trustees Jack Armstrong and 
Ijois Walsh were sole supporters 
of the 10-page brief which 
recommends wire tapping 
privileges be given to the police 
and capital punishment be meted 
out to convicted, non-addicted 
hard drug traffickers or, failing 
this, a mandatory 25-year sen­
tence. ,i
Trustee Gordon Ewan said that 
the ramifications of the brief 
such as judicial recom­
mendations were beyond the 
competence of school l)oard to 
discuss. “As a Board we should 
confine our discussion to the 
educational asixict.”
Continued on Page 3
An interesting display of work done by members of the Brentwood 
Hooking Crafts is currently in the Sidney Branch of the Regional 
Library. This group is under the leadership of Mrs.Kit Mnwhood, late 
of Peterborough, Ontario and the display includes rugs, wall hangings 
and chair pads,
Ex-puplls of Brentwood Elementary ,School arc reminded of the 
picnic to be held on Sunday, June I7th at two o’clock in Centennial 
Park which is to honour Mr. E. W. Hatch, principal of the school 
from 1947. Bring your supijer and join in the fun.
Nearly 400aHremont students attended a barn dance recently at the 
West Saanich toad home of Mr. and Mrs. M. Leesou. The dance, part 
of graduation activities for IhtT students, was notable. .Mrs. I-eeson 
tolls us, for the complete absence of any problems with the large 
number of exhuberant young people.
Dr. Ron Tlriney, Saanich representative on the local School Board, 
has Ixscn promoted to Uie position of Associate Professor in the 
Faculty of Education, University of 'Victoria.
Sidney Water Board’s Bob Gibbs dropped into the Heview office last 
week to tell us that some town residents are having trouble 
deciphering water restriction announcements, Seema .some of them 
thought the North Saanich announcement Iasi week (regarding 
restrictions in the Dean Park area) applied to them. Not fio.
Const, and Mrs. W.L. Scott have returned to their home in Carlyle. 
Sask. following a two weeks holiday nl the Home of Mrs, .Scott’s 
parents, Alderman and Mrs, W. Gardner, Shorencre Hoad.
The Town of Sidney won’t be 
hiring an assistant to the 
municipal assessor. And, as a 
result, probably won’t be able to 
complete extra assessment work 
ordered by the Provincial 
Government “until they issue a 
directive to do it or else” — in the 
words of Alderman Chris An­
dersen.
Town clerk Geoff l^ogan told 
Council on Monday evening that a 
directive had been received from 
the Office of the Assessment 
Commissioner —- calling for 
reassessment of all commercial 
and industrial property in the 
town — and some residential 
property.
According to municipal 
as.sessor John Chapman, said 
Logan, there is no way he 
(Chapman ) can handle the whole 
thing himself.
Chapman was thus requesting 
an assistant or, failing that, at 
least a student during the sum­
mer months to help him with the 
‘leg’ work involved.
The work would include sucli 
things as measuring buildings, 
Logan explained, prompting 
Wilkie Gardner to state that liit 
building had been measured last 
year, and he could see no reason 
why it should have to be 
measured again,
Most disagreement with the 
directive, however, was with the 
added cost of employing the extra 
staff member,
”1 don't enro what the Province 
wants," exclaimed Alderman 
Aridorsen; “There is no way 
we're going to hire another 
nsscs.sor.Teil them they'll damn 
well have to wall!''
“There miusl he a lot ol 
unemployed asscssor.s around the 
toovirico,” wa.s the comment of 
/Alderman Peter Malcolm, who 
added, however, that he did not 
intend in any vwiy to crllicisc Mr. 
Chapman.
“Do we have to do this'.’" asked 
Maleolmv'"
“lt’.H an Act." replied Logan. 
“What ifAve don't do it'”’
Mr. Logan didn't know,
Wliilo supporting Itie
suggestion that a student be hired 
for ' the summer, Mayor Stan 
Dear disagreed with the ob­
jective of the reassessment.
|4r. Logan had explained that 
fe^pbjective was to raise the 
a^e^sment on all comrhercial 
and industrial property to 50 per 
cent (from a present estimated 33 
1 / 3 percent) and to limit the 
increase in assessment on 
residential and farm property to 
a 10 per cent increase over 1973 
figures.
“Municipalities cannot con­
tinue to bear this burden of 
taxes," said the Mayor. “It is tip 
to the people to gel up in arms,”
Alderman Wilkie Gardner told 
Council that the problem could be 
solved and the work done through
better efficiency on the part of 
municipal staff.
He had recently talked to a tax­
payer, Gardner explained, who 
had spenC 15 minutes in a local 
building supply store. During 
that time, two separate town 
employees, in two different town 
trucks, had arrived at the store. 
One purchased a paint brush, the 
other a sack of cement.
Gardner then joined Aldermen 
Malcolm and Andersen in op­
posing a motion to hire a 
University student to assist in the 
assessor’s department. The 
motion failed.
Presumably the town will now 
follow Andersen’s suggestion that 
they“wait and see what the 
Province is going to do.”
by the firemen in their letter of 
June 5 had been resolved to the 
complete satisfaction of both 
parties.
; “The Fire protection will 
continue in the normal manner 
the statement concluded.
A week ago, the firemen met 
with Aid. Paul Grieve in an at­
tempt to come to an agreement in
was held, he was at loss to un­
derstand why nobody tried to 
drive the two miles from fireball 
to his farm to reach him for 
discussion.
In their letter to Council, 
firemen grumbled about a lack of 
co-operation and communication 
between the Firemen’s 
Association, the municipal fire 
committee and the ad­
ministration; poor water ser­
vices in Deep <3ove Water District 
and delay in equipment and 
electrical extras needed.
The meeting Thursday started 
off ominously with a packed 
gallery of spectators and a 
protest by Aid. Paul Grieve that 
he had not had written notice of 
the special meeting 24 hours 
beforehand.
Aid. Boon protested that Grieve 
was making tomfoolery of the 
issue.
Acting mayor George Aylard 
declared Council must deal with 
the business in hand and 
suggested that Council resolve 
into committee-of-the-whole to 
discuss the firemen’s letter.
Spokesman for the Fireman’s 
Association Chief Snow asked if 
Continued On Page 3
Gliilic ;A Success.
A most successful Blood Donor 
Clinic,;sponsored by the Sidney ^ 
Rotary Club, was held in Sanscha
Hall,onMonday,Junellthiwl?l®to'
143 donors registered. This v/as
'Li
'■.■■•“•-V
the provision‘of em^ergency fire the best attend^ climCjih
protection service 
Acting Mayor Aylard com­
mented on Thursday that 
although spineone at his home 
had informed the firemen he was 
working outside when the 
meeting which Grieve attended
Sidney for many years and the 
Rotary Cmb and The Red Cross, 
thank sincerely, the donors who 
made the Ginic such a success 
and the volunteer ladies who 
registered the donors and served 
juice and coffee.
Newcomers Open Photo Oallery
A new photography gallery will 
op(‘n on Third Street in Sidney on 
June 20 will) a show wliich will 
include work by Fred Rosenberg, 
nationally-known photographer, 
The “Visual Ego” gallery, 
wliich is the only one on Van­
couver Island, is the brainchild of 
Two .Sidney photographers Mike 
Cro.ssman and Bernadette 
Mortens. “Sninll photo galleries 
are just making a break- 
Uirougii" explain,s Crossman. 
“There are none in Victoria at 
pre.sent, hot the “Mind's Eye” Is 
doing well in Vancouver.”
Oossman said tlial the siiows 
will bo t)itsed on 20-30 prints 
which give host emphasis to the 
single theme by one 
photograplier.
The two have been hard at 
work iransformlng the .space in 
tile former Heview building 
Iwliind Hie studio ow'iied by Mike 
Crossman. They will offer a 
series of photography shows in 
which hook: collt'clions and 
f’anndian pcnodieids will he for 
sale in addition to I'O'iiits,
The first .Snlncy show will 
Teatnri' Uo.senlierg’s '.vork 
I reflecting !lie mlTuence nt ills
latest study session in Califor­
nia), as well as book collections 
by Henry Cartier Bresson, photo- 
journalist and Ansel Adams, 
North America’s best-known 
landscape pliotogrupher.
Other print shows in 
preparation include one by Art 
Grice of Vancouver, Monsieur 
Auquier of Belgium and a 
number of well-known Canadian 
photographers.
Entrance is free nl the gallery 
and the partners are looking for 
top-notch local photographers to 
c.xhibil prints as well. Later, 
Cro.s.smun and Merlons hope to 
put together a historical show on 
the Saanich Peninsula using the 
earliest photos availnblo.
Mike Crossman was a 
newspaper photographer In 
Ottawa and freelanced in Van­
couver before coming to Sidney. 
Bernadette Is Swiss and has 
studied photography in Belgium 
and California where she worked 
with Donald Hoss,
Ms, Mortens spent a year in the 
Northwest Terrilorie.s before 
coming to Sidney and Is 
exhibiting a collection of her own 
photographs next month in 
Vancouver,
ADDING 1'IIE FINISHING touches to nil ambitious painting 
on the side of Sidney’s new inholo gallery are photogrophers 
Bernadette Merlons andi Michael Crosamon, The picture, taken 
in Brussels by Bernadette, in used ns n ‘'logo'’ for "Vlnunl Ego" 
stationery.
June 17th - Father’s
Give him his own personal 
10” Black & White Portable 











June 17th - Father’s Day
for year round comfort ^
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Monday night at 7.30 in the 
Sidney Town Hall Basement, the 
T.O.P.S. group met for their 
weekly meeting. There was a 
total weight loss of 36 pounds 
and a total gain of 6 lbs. Glenys 
Mincer was our Queen of the 
Month for May. An executive 
meeting was held after the 
regular meeting, and program 




Now that Summer Holidays are 
creeping upon us, you will have 
the need to spend more time with 
your children and what could be a 
better place than having fun at a 
Family Beach Party with other 
members of Parents Without 
Partners. This way, you and your 
children can meet with, and 
enjoy, other families in the same 
situation as yourself.
You may join us in a Swim, 
Camp-Out, Hike, Bowling, Coffee 
and Conversation, Sauna Bath, 
Dancing, or whatever.
On Wednesday, June 13th, 
there will be a Coffee and Con­
versation at the home of one of 
our members, there will also be a 
discussion on the “Art of Love”.
On Saturday, June 16th, there 
will be a house party at a 
members home.
On Sunday, June 17th, there 
will be a family outing at Elk 
Lake, you may bring yoUr own 
food and drinks. Let’s all get out 
and have a good time together.
For more information please 
phone 656-3534 or write P.O. Box 
2192; Sidney, B.C.
:The Rev Douglas Peck has 
how been ordained and is serving 
at Christchurch, Spiritwood, 
Saskatchewan. Mrs. W. 
Brethour, Devotions Secretary of 
TheBt: Andrew’s and Holy Trinity: 
Afternoon Group, Anglican 
Church ^Wprnen,; ^ a
picture of the Rev. Peck and 
others; and said that he would 
very much like to have the Af- 
.ternoon Group continue as 
Prayer Partners. This was 
unanimously agreed upon.
It was decided to make a yearly 
project of sponsoring the young 
lads being trained as Servers in 
St. Andrew’s, by purchasing the 
Crosses and ribbons which they 
wear on completing their 
training. Six Crosses and ribbons 
have been obtained.
As it was the last meeting of the 
season, a further cheque will be 
sent in for the “Pledge”, to be 
used in missionary and outreach 
work; a donation to Camp 
Columbia and one to the Bible 
Society was approved.
Mrs. M. Skinner reported the 
preparations for the Parish 
Summer Fair are coming along 
nicely. This is to be held in the 
Sidney Elementary School on 
July 28 and tickets are now 
available. The Afternoon Group 
is working with a committee 
from Holy Trinity oh the Crafts 
Stall, which promises to be most 
attractive. The Afternoon Group 
was also asked to take care of the 
Check Stall.
Mrs. J. Davis read an in­
formative article from the 
Northern Lights magazine about 
the Carcross Community 
Project, and the tremendous area 
covered by the Rev. John Walls in 
Atlin, Tesslin and Cassiar. The 
North is becoming more and 
more in need of help and con­
sideration.
The Rector spoke briefly to the 
ladies and asked if they would 
like to have a question period at 
some future meeting, when he 
might be able to clear up some 
doubts and misunderstandings. 
This was received with en­
thusiasm. All joined in the Grace 
and refreshments were served by 
Mrs. N. Bolster and Mrs. J. 
Davis.
Tea. Members were reminded of 
the Strawberry Tea to be held on 
June 27tn at two o’clock in St. 
Stephen’s Hall in aid of the 
Mountain View Rest Home.
The Carolyn Macklem Garden 
Party will also be held this 
month, the date being June 20th 
at the Carolyn Macklem Home, 
Rockland Avenue, Victoria, and 
members were urged to attend.
Mrs. Alan Sutton of Arbutus 
Crafts gave a most interesting 
talk on the work being done in the 
Arbutus Crafts workshop. Tea 
hostesses were Mrs. A.C. 




St. Stephen’s A.C;W. held the 
last meeting of the season in St. 
Stephen’s Memorial Hall on 
V/ednesday afternoon, June 6th, 
with the Vice-President, Mrs. 
Don Dobbyns in the chair. A 
report of the rummage sale held 
recently showed a total of $273 
realized; Thirty-five stacking 
chairs have been bought for the 
hall.
, Mrs. l/>rne Thomspn showed a 
beautiful quilt she is working on 
which will be for sale at the Fall
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
St. Elizabeth’s Ladies’ Club 
meets again June 21stat 1.30 p.m. 
in the Sacristy of the church.
President Dorothy Brooks 
thanks all who organized and 
helped out at the recent enjoyable 
strawberry tea. As this is the last 
meeting before the holiday 
season all ladies are urged to 
attend and express their views on 
the Fail program.
troduced the M.E.C. Mrs. D.C. 
Dickeson who in turn introduced 
the District Deputy Grand Chief, 
Mrs. M. Robinson of Duncan, 
B.C., who officially opened the 
tea. Mrs. Dickeson received the 
guests at the door; Mrs. H. 
McPhail, mother of the Temple, 
and Mrs. E. Mitchell poured tea.
Mrs. F. Campbell, Mrs. A. 
Johnson and Mrs. I. Butterick 
presided at the bake table; Mrs. 
W. Hetman, the penny social; 
Mrs. W. Waters,’the Tombola; 
Mrs. E. Berry, tea tickets; and 
Mrs. A.B. Smith was in charge of 
ticket sales for the Past Chief’s 
hooked mat.
Refreshments, Mrs. G. Mann 
convener, assisted by Mrs. P. 
Carlson; Mrs. C. Collins; Mrs. J. 
Robertson; Mrs. W. Lumley, and
Mrs. T. Sparling.
Tie door prize was won by Mrs. 
B. Hopkins, the grocery hamper, 
was won by Mrs. F. Beard and 
the hooked mat went to Mi’s. 
Copeland, Duncan, B.C. Mr. C. 
Maynard contributed piano 
selections during the tea hour. 
Several Victoria and Duncan 
members of the Order attended 
the tea.
O.A.P.O. No. 25
A combined picnic — with the 
Old Age Pensioners and the 
Silver Threads Service — will be 
held on Thursday, June 14, at 
Centennial Park, Wallace Drive. 
A bus will leave the Sidney depot 
at 10:45, and the Senior Citizen’s 
Centre at 11:00 a.m. For further 





Pin HOLT PLUMBING & 
HEATING (1972) LTD.
383-7413
Groceries — Fruit -— Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH S CARRY
LTD.
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
PYTHIAN SISTERS
Members of Victory Temple 
No*. 36, Sidney, Pythian Sisters 
held their 29th birthday tea, bake 
sale and penny social in the K. of 
P. Hall, Sidney, on Saturday, 
June 9th.
The tea room was attractively 
arranged with baskets of flowers, 
and the head table covered with a 
lace cloth centered with the 
birthday cake, pink roses and 
tapers. The tea tables, inviting 
with tea cloths, in the colours of 
the Order and centered with 
small floral arrangements.
Mrs. M. Chappuis, convener 
welcomed all present and in-
Whei'e meats are a speciality, not a sideline!
LOCAL BUTOHERS .
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
FRESH SLICED .
BABY BEEF LIVER. . . . . . .......................lb. 89*
CANADA CHOICE
BONELESS POT ROAST. . . . . . . . . . -tB. *1“
SLICED SIDE
BACON.................................... ...LB. 79*
LEGS OF LAMB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb H®*
SHOULDERS OF LAMB $119
WE WILL BE PLEASED TO BONE & ROLL -
IAMB STEW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. 79*
V ' . .
For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
656-5501
Open liaily 8:00-a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
'■M , SPECIALIZING IN ;...
FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND
HOME FREEZER SUPPLIES
• TOWN’S LEGAL .
REPRESENTATIVE.
V- >v; resigns':,;.
Mr. T.P. O’Grady, solicitor for 
the town of Sidney for the past 
several years, has resigned this 
and other posts to accept a' 
position in 'Vancouver. - ^
; “He Teally c hast 4one a^^ 
tremendous; job t for the T’dwh, 
when you think of all the: hassles: I 
we^ve been in,t’ said Mayor Dear:
Mr. O’Grady will receive a 
letter from the Council thanking 
him for his services.
NEW IN SIDNEY
AND THE PENINSULA
A COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL 
AREA HOUSEHOLDS AND BUILDERS
Yolj should.
It’s a fact of life. . .the owners of any suc­
cessful business get a lot of benefits that 
ordinary customers don't.
FOR INFORMATION ON CREDIT UNIONS 
AND THEIR SERVICES
2417 BEACON AVE.
★PAINTING (lilt, a Ext.)
★ CEMENT WORK ^ ^ ^ ^
★ CARPENTRY




★WINDOWS (Cleaned a Repaired) 
★GARDENING:; t;;,
★ GENERAL CLEAN UP
★ CUSTOM BUILT OFFICE FURNITURE
At a credit union, every one who does 
business there-either as a depositor or a 
borrower-automatically becomes an 
owner-shareholder. He has a direct say in 
the policies of his credit union and at year 
end receives a share of its earnings. Nearly 
half a million British Columbians now profit 
by using credit unions as a great place to 
save or borrow.
: fill in and mail this coupon to: 
: Credit Unions
j P.O. Box 2038





„.,Prov..;: C ity/Towri _ ____ ___________
it
W© do fhese and many more by the Jab or
by Monthly Contract
AUSHAdtS , ANOtKPosrrs 
lynUARANUtD Credit Unions
Who owns those other places where people save or borrow?
CALL COLUMBIA AND SAVE TIME AND 
MONEY ON INDIVIDUAL CALLS
WE DO THEM ALL
llotirB thOO a.m, ‘ 4:0(1 i».m.
SAANICH PENINSULA SAVINGS CREDIT UNION
ALL WORK DONE BY QUALIFIED WORKMEN 
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Parrott Puts On Pressure DRUG BRIEF
Saanich Peninsula School 
Board is preparing to tussle with 
Cabinet Ministers over the 
priorities of traffic safety on Pat 
Bay highway in the vicinity of 
Parkland Secondary School.
The new school will open in 
September and hordes of 
youngsters will converge on the 
high school and the intermediate 
school (old North Saanich High 
School) on McDonald Park Road, 
travelling across and along the 
busy highway in the process.
The reaction of the Department 
of Highways to requests from 
School Board for safety measures 
such as a protected walkway 
from Weiler to Henry, and a light 
system at Wains Rd. and Mc­
Donald Park has so been 
described as “totally 
inadequate”.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott 
asked the Board to authorize her 
representative to meet
—Henry to Weiler — as there are 
alternate ways already available 
the Department will not provide. 
However if the municipality was 
to approach the Department it 
would probably grant the 
municipality permission to build 
the footpath on the highway — 
right of way — thus avoiding 
involvement with private, federal 
and other agencies.
“2. Access from Curtis Point 
(S.E. of Swartz Bay Ferry 
■Terminal) will not be interfered 
with as a third lane waiting for 
north bound ferry traffic is not 
planned. However pads for 
portable “Johnnie” facilities will 
be constructed, but these will not 
interfere with present access 
road to the Marina or with the 
greensward from the Marina to 
McDonald Park Road.
as
Education and Highways 
Ministers to do “a little firm 
pushing at the political level.
M.L.A. Hugh Curtis has offered 
to support School Board in its 
plea for better traffic control and 
School District superintendent 
Eric Lewis will also attend.
The “memo” from the high­
ways department makes the 
following observations:
“1. Footpath along the highway
“3. Highway Crossings — Mr. 
Dennison, the Department’s chief 
Engineer is to meet with the 
Board to consider this problem. 
Mr. Zapf svas advised that it is 
wished to avoid a confrontation 
with parents of those walking 
students who must cross the 
highway. It was suggested that 
the only alternative to a crossing 
solution was an approach to the 
Minister of Education to seek 
authorization to bus all of the 
students involved.
Continued from Page 1
There were too many vague, 
unsubstantiated statements in 
the brief, Ewan continued. “I do 
not accept the description of drug 
users as insecure, with a poor 
self-image.”
“The whole report deals in 
generalities’’ agreed Board 
chairman Rubymay Parrott. “It 
is rather like motherhood, if you 
vote against it you are in favor of 
drugs, yet if you support it, you 
are in favor of wire-tapping and 
capital punishment.”
Trustees Normal Sealey and 
Anne Foerster v/ere both against 
the “police state” atmosphere 
recommended by the brief.
Trustee Armstrong was ob­
stinate. “In some countries, the 
drug culture has undermined the 
whole fabric of families. I hope 
we don’t leave it so long that we
McTAVISH 
SPORTS DAY
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE visitor’s information bureau 
has a new boss, Mrs. Sylvia Sugden who is transforming the 
office with new curtains and pots of flowers. The summer on­
slaught of tourists has already begun and Mrs. Sugden is 
assisted by Lee Burrows, Clarice Eyford, and Vicki Foerster.
Silver Threads Service




Annual Picnic with O.A.P.
Centennial Park 
Crib Tournaments
FIREMEN BACK ON JOB Friday June 15
Continued from Page 1 
this would make binding any
resolutions passed that evening.
He was told that resolutions 
would have tu be approved by a 
regular Council meeting. After 
consultation with the firemen, 
Snow insisted on the letter being 
heard at a meeting of Council 
rather than committee of the 
whole.
The Chief was then given the 
opportunity to be heard in 
camera, which he accepted. 
Press and disgruntledi spectators 
were asked to leave the room, one 
resident remarking that he could 
( See no reason why such matters 
must be discussed in secret. ,
Alderman Nell Horth paused at 
the reporters’ table to observe 
that the present troubles could be
attributed to Aid. Grieve, who, 
she felt, was trying to “get at 
Council through the firemen.
A check of events leading up to 
the special meeting, however, 
showed that Grieve had been 
called in to talk with firemen 
after they had decided to resign, 
and had attempted to delay their 
resignation until a Council 
meeting could be held.
Acting mayor Aylard said later 
that he agreed v/ith the session 
being held in camera. “When you 
are dealing with personnel, in- 
cluding volunteer- personnel, 
personalities enter into it and 
people in the media can take 
advantage;” said Aylard. ; 
“'The important thing is to get it 











Saturday June 16 
Monday June 18




Swimming at Sidney Hotel
Tuesday June 19 8.15 
10 a.m.
1.15












The Annual Sports Day was 
held at McTavish Road School on 
Friday, June 8, despite 
threatening weather. The Mc­
Tavish Road School P.T.A. 
Perpetual Trophy, awarded to 
the student with the highest 
number of points, will be shared 
for the coming year by Kathy 
Evans and Nancy Pumple, who 
were tied at the close of events.
The P.T.A. Shield, awarded to 
the student of the opposite sex 
with the highest number of 
points, was awarded to Alastair 
Evans. Mrs. M.A. Rhodes 
presented the trophy and shield 
to the winners, informing the 
students that the P.T.A. woiold 
shortly present each of them with 
a small trophy suitably 
engraved.
The P.T.A. would like to thanli 
Har Lee Foods, McTavish and 
East Saanich Roads, for the loan 
of a freezer for the refreshments.
have to shoot traffickers. Nothing 
we have done has made one bit of 
difference — sure you can pick 
holes but this brief is better than 
our just sitting around!”
Aid. Norma Sealey said that 
the latest UNESCO courier has 
far more valuable suggestions for 
drug control.
“Effective drug control rests 
mainly on parents” said Trustee 
Ewan. “If we are going to 
generalize, there should be more 
pressure put on parents. Many 
today believe that the govern­
ment should subsidize their 
fecundity.”
“In fact,” said the Trustee, 
warming to his subject “to hell 
with addicts! Let’s banish them 
and spend our resources on more 
deserving things!”
Trustee Armstrong protested 
that the Nanaimo brief is at least 
humane. He referred to the 
survey on drug offenders carried 
out in the riding of Esquimalt- 
Saanich M.P. Donald Munro. 
“Eighty percent of those in this 
area wanted to hang these 
people.
The Board voted down Arm­
strong’s motion seconded by 





1403 BROAD ST. VICTORIA, B.C. 
PHONE 383-9721 
No appointment necessary
THINGS WE DO AT FLINT’S
RADIATOR AND COOLING SYSTEM
A BAHERY CHARGING
r
lir GENERATOR AND ALTERNATOR
GOVT. APPROVED MECHANICS
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
More than 50 percent of new 
electrical generating plants in 
the United States and Vv^estern 
Europe are nuclear.
The Arts and Crafts room will be open to members who wish to work 
on their own. Morning coffee, light lunches and afternoon tea served 
every day Monday to Fridayv with a special hot dinner each Wed­




















This Is tho biq ono. In hoiso- 
pdwor and workpowor. 18 
horses from a amoolh twin 
cylinder onqino. Hydrostatic 
drive. Control speed and dl- 
rocllon with a olnglo trencllo- 
podal conirol. Simple plug­
in (itlnohmont syotoiri. Direct 
ahoH attachment drive. Elec* 
tfic atari, Dual roar wheel 
brakes, Two spool hydraulic 
lilt., It's tho only tractor 
around for big yards or big 




An Ardmore area student was 
one of a select group chosen 
recently to present a paper at a 
high-school symposium at the 
University of Victoria,
David Trottier, 17, a Grade 12 
student at Brentwood College 
School, Mill Bay, was one of 24 
students from B.C, high schools 
to make a presentation to the 
three-day science and humanities 
symposium. He is the son of Mrs, 
Joan Trottier of Ardmore, 
Students from all schools had 
lx:en invited to submit papers on 
any subject and the best papers 
were selected for presentation to 
the syrnpo,sium which v;as nt- 
Icndcd by Grade ll and 12 
students. Close to 300 papers 
were entered and 24 were chosen 
for presentation,
David’s pajMjr dealt with comic 
books and their social value, 
today and in the future,
David has spent three years at 
Brontwoixl College School, is 
editor of the school annual, 
captain of the school’s tennis and 
badminton teams and In his 
senior year was apixiintod a 
prefect. He plans to lake his law 
degree nt universily,
SIDNEY 656-3033 THE ■IS:
Mon toThurs. at 7:45 p.m.
Friday & Saturday (2 shows) at 6:50 & 9:00 p.m.
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Tlmrs.-Frl.-Sat. 
June U-12-13-14-15-16





Tnc country is 
France.
The drive is at
200MPHI






A CINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION
PANAtaSION’Color by DF LUXE. A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE
"'Oenernl^C^'.v- , (il,'*®*
★ DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS 
★ LONG OR SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
★ENGLISH WORSTED SPORTS JACKETS 
★ LEATHER AND SUEDE JACKETS 
, • ★ GUT CERTIFICATES:' ;::: ;:
★MANY MORE FINE GIFT ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
BIG SAVINGS ON PORTABLE T.V,
BOTH COLOUR & BLACK AND WHITE
/
FATHER S DAY SPECIAL
THURS ■ FRIDAY - SATURDAY
PLUS
ALL STEREOS
See Us Tlist - We'll Make It Worth Your While
Sidney Garden Equipment 










MEN'S CASUAL JACKETS 
BY LEADING MANUFACTURERS 
CRAFT, CROYDON, LONDON FOG
REG. FROM 16.96 to 39,05 
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PAGE FOUR Wednesday, June 13, 1973
The Informer As A Good Guy
Elsewhere in this edition is a story about acts of 
vandalism at a park in North Saanich and a request 
from R.C.M.P. Sgt. Harry Chambers, for information 
that will assist his men in preventing further damage.
Sgt. Chambers has stressed the difficulty in 
discovering those responsible, unless they are caught in 
the act — or someone comes forward with information 
leading to their apprehension.
The possibility of catching these mindless young 
people (for that is most certainly what they are) while 
the damage is being done is unlikely. And, un­
fortunately, so is the possibility of anyone informing on 
them.
The concept of the informer as an undesirable is one 
that’s strongly ingrained in most of us. Even the words 
we use have acquired an unpleasant connotation: 
‘tattletale’, ‘fink’.
Yet, when Sgt. Chambers explains his view of the 
matter, a different attitude tends to evolve.
This is a public park, he points out, for the use of 
everyone in the community. It belongs to us all. And 
when we advise the police of damage taking place, its 
really our own property we’re protecting.
On that basis, we join Sgt. Chambers in hoping that 
someone does come forward with a knowledge of who 
'„the''vandals are:';"-;;'
By doing so, they will lose little but the time it takes to 
make a phone call; by not doing so, they could lose 
enjoyment Of their parks.
1..,
i’:; -
One can’t help but wonder if the Town of Sidney ever 
intends to improve on the road patching technique being 
used to repair the pavement on Seventh Street.
I The; current practise consists of dumping shovelfuls of 
asphalt into the pot-holes, then stamping on it to pack it 
down.
While this may serve to occupy the public works staff 
on slow days, its life expectancy is limited to a matter of 
weeks.
Maybe the town could consider something a bit more
permanent for this increasingly busy thoroughfare. ;
Editor, The Review, Sir;
We note your mention of the 
coming rowing contest and feel 
that a list of entrants would be of 
great interest to those of us who 
watch the exciting event. We 
particularly hope that John 
Rodd, that splendid oarsman, 
will have his boat in shape to take 
1st place in the 17’ class.
The race is of tremendous 
interest and my niece Prunella is 
coming out again frorn Moose 
Jaw mainly for the event. Our 
wagers are on Mr. Rodd.
Best wishes ,
Ann abe 11 e " Sw i nbu rne 
(Miss),".'';;;':'',,; : i'/. V 'i- T'■
mendation of the Public Works 
Committee to limit the cutting of 
trees on Municipal property, this 
to be subject to Committee ap­
proval.
This matter has long been 
festering in my mind and I would 
Tike to heartily commend the 
Public Works Committee for its 
resolution. '
During the; last few years we 
have heard' a great deal'about 
“retaining the rural amenities” 
of our Municipality and also there 
has been considerable discussion 
in connection with protective 
boundaries between business 
ventures and local residences, for
Marinas in particular. Where 
have all these fine words led!
At the time I felt some of the 
regulations for the Marina land, 
were excessive, such as the large 
percentage of blacktop car park 
to be provided per boat moorage. 
But — I have not ceased to be 
horrified at Council allowing one 
local Marina to remove, apart 
from all possible vegetation on its 
own land, that of the protective 
hedgerow on Municipal road 
allowance as well.
While T may be accused of 
being prejudiced regarding the 
former natural setting of this 
Marina, I know 1 am not alone in
:.Of-'Letters;
■ The Honourable R.M. Strachan 




I have recently been in touch with Mr. B. M. Mathews of 2129 
Randle’SLane in Sidney, concerning the proposals to extend the 
parking area bn the Tsehum Harbour section of the Patricia Bay 
Highway in order to accommodate the overflow ferry traffic. 
His letter is enclosed.
In addition, other residents have been in touch with me 
regarding the installation of temporary toilet facilities which 
apparently are being erected without the approval of or the 
authorization of the Regional Board of Health.
I would be most grateful if you would have a member of your 
Department look into this matter and give me a report on it. 
May I add, that in my mind I can see no need whatsoever for 
further blacktopping, in particular as the area to be blacktopped 
is a bird sanctuary and that from time to time it isTised by 
migrating geese as a resting place. Surely the interests of the 
environment in this instance outweighs the very temjwrary 
advantagefi of further parking space, which is any event will be 
used only n few weekends of the year.
Yours sincerely,
David Anderson, M.L.A,
Leader of the Liberal Party 
in British Columbia 
c.c. Mr, B, M. Mathews 
Mrs. H. Swinburne
Mr. David Anderson, M.L.A;,
Loader of the Liberal Party 
In British Columbia, ^
'.'Buildings,::.: ,
'.Dear Mr.'Anderson:
lie i Tsehum Harbour
I wish to thank you for your letter of May iBlh addreased to 
Mr. Strachan, the former Minister, together with ^'orrespon- 
denco from Mr. B. M. Mathews of Sidney conoernlnn the 
prO|>O0cd widening of the Patricia Bay Highway to ae> 
commodate overflow ferry traffic;
Tlte Deimrtment's plan was to widen the existing highway for 
about one-half mile along the Tsehum Harlxmr section by ad­
ding an additional Inno to handle traffic on certain holiday 
weekends. The traffic la on tho rood anyway and the additional 
lane would have simply allowwl Ihent to double up and shorten 
the length of tho line, However, it was decided wo could do 
without Uio additional lane as the backup otxnirs only a few 
limes each year and the exiting »,wo lanes can prob.ii)ly handle 
oeeasionni overflows.
On the question of lollot facilities the Department did not plan 
an installation. What it did do was pour a concrete pitd at tlu'
. side of the rortiinolhat in m emergency, that In, a heavy hnehe.p 
of cars oiitBlde the ferry terminal, the Department could bring 
in portable chemical toilets for a few weeks in the summer. 
Tliesc will Imj concealed beklnd roufdi cwlnr tenccs and tl>o 
enclOBurca to Umm will bo locked when not required, rhese 
portable faclllHcs ore supplied and removed by a private 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
TMay I express sincere thanks to 
the Town of Sidney’s Mayor and 
Council for their forthright action 
in correcting a wrong. I refer to 
the Roberts Bay seawall which 
had encroached on public 
foreshore. So often .these days the 
good of the public weal i.s ignored 
by citizens whose personal 
desires overcome their regard 
for other citizens of the land.
The owner of the offending wall 
had many, many months to 
remove it before the deadline, but 
chose To continue iris illegal 
encroachment and force the town 
authorities to arrange 
demolition. It is to be hoped that 
the airovc owner will make good 
(he necessary costs of the action, 
Having enjoyed the local 
beaches for twenty-five years, 
my family and I greatly ap­
preciated tlie recently improved 
beach aeco.sse.s. It is my fervent 
Wish that Sidney will continue to 
enjoy council memlrers with the 
strength and intestinal fnrliludo 
of our present members. If that 
1)0 the ease, then residents of thi.s 
area in the distant future will be 
able to enjoy the foreshore h.s 
they shmiUl,
Sincerely,
A. G, Campbell 
2:ilt5 Amelia,
Kditor, rlic Ui-vicw, Sir:
I read witli ihlerest and some 
surprise tlie repoiT iivUie Heviesv 
of a roeeiit Noriti S:i;um-li rouiici! 
decisioiv to turn aside a reeom-
Saanich:; T?ehilisula :: Schpell 
Board hotly debated the policy of 
leaves-of-absence for teachers 
who wish to take time off from 
school for purposes of 
educational advancement.
A number of requests have 
been discussed involving leaves 
in order to attend early June 
.simimer school in the U.S.
Trustee Gordon Ewan insisted 
that leave-with-pay be permitted 
only where educational benefit 
will accrue to the District and 
where similar training cannot be 
obtained in Canada. Providing 
these conditions were met, Ewan 
felt that (he Board should also 
pay for a substitute if necessary.
Chairman Rubymay Parrott 
disagreed with the substitute 
pay, “Tho training is of financial 
benefit to the applicant” slie 
pointed out and added that it cost 
tlio District $80 to $<10 per day for 
a sul)stitut(>.
’rrustee Lois Walsh suggested 
that ‘uilvtitute (eaobor’s pay 
should bo dcdiicl eel from the 
.iibsenteo teaehor’s pay.
Tlie Hoard finally agrcccl In 
include charges for subsUtute, 
when required, in the leavo-of- 
absoiiCe'policy. . W
Later, during discussion of L. o, 
A. for Donald lUirge.ss and Peter 
.Stigings, some Board, inetnbors 
became irritated over the 
(lueslioii of U.S. education for 
("•anadian leaeliers, . . '
Burgess, a Pliysical Eduealton
teacher, has applied for early 
leave to attend University of 
Washington in order to study 
Olympic wrestling. ‘ ‘We don’t 
need wrestling taught in schools” 
said Trustee Ewan.
Superintendent Lewis noted 
that wrestling is offered as part 
of the Physical Education 
program and the Board approved 
Burgess’ request.
Stigings, District music con­
sultant, asked for L.o. A. to attend 
Western Washington State 
College in order to complete post 
graduate studies and work on 
contemporary and string music.
“Why go to the U.S. for 
strings?” objected Trustee 
Ewan,
Trustee Anne Foerster ob­
served that although the District 
has strong bands, the stringed 
instrument is neglected at 
present.
“The public decry a U.S. in­
fluence ill education yet our 
lenoher.s are running to the 
.Slates” remarked Trustee Jack 
Armstrong,
Trustee Norma Sealey had the 
last word when she pointed out 
that many Canadian universities 
arc peopled with U.S. I'ncully 
members,
The Board approved Stigings 
request for leave,
my distaste of the manner in 
which this was allowed to be 
despoiled.
I wish to make very clear that 
this opinion of mine in no way 
reflects on the Marina Manager 
nor on the floats or business 
conducted on the water lease. My 
criticism is placed on the desk of 
the Council Member or employee 
whose business it is to scrutinize 
and award building and land use 
permits to see that they are 
honoured.
While I have not always been a 
supporter ; of Mr. Grieve’s 
initiatives, this time he has my 
full support —; for what it is. 
Shouldn’t we have someone on 
Council who has the power to 
protect the natural endowment of 
our very special community? 
Progress we must have but it is 
very hard to improve on nature; 
Brenda M. Mathews 
2129 Randle’s Lane 
RRT, Sidney
c.c. North Saanich Council
Dedicated to Service 
sensible prices 
Your six community chapels













The largc.st independent, 
family owned and controlled 
chain in Canada. Sands .since 
1912. You are welcome to 
come in To any of our chapels 
and sec the reverent 
surroundings. ,
Invested In one of onr ,5-ycar 
yield an interest cheoue for
debentures will
Mrs. B, Kinitsen. Malaview Ave., accompanied by her lirother, EaiT 
Bri'kUr, Bella CooliL B.C, have spent the pasl tlirw weeks visiting 
relatives iirOntaiio.
Mrs. I’. McKay, VnneouN'er, was a weekend guest, at the home of 
Mrs. iV, Waddell, T'hii'd .St
Saturday..lime9, Mrs. SmUe .lolly and Mrs, Saraha .Stringer, guests 
at .Shainroek Ueiiremenl Home, Fiftli .St., were entertained by the 
slaB on llieocea.sion vif tlieir l)iiTI'ida.v;v: Mr.s, .lolly being 91 years old 
and Mrs. Stringer, «ii years, The guests of honour cut their hirtliday 
eake while mtr.scs and guesi.s sang Happy ihrthday,
Sidney Rotary Anns Imve donated $100 to the Sidney Fire Depart- 
meni toIve iisei! in thepurehase nf fdaiikiTs tor Il'ieamlmlanco.
.Vn infroqneni ligvaeon tlieI’enmsola tliese days is David Anderson, 
of Dot-i) Core w:tm, .as exieiisior, oifieer for tlie Art, liallery of Greater 
\o. toii,i, i.’i I'ii li’.'- '.V.'V'ii', ■,■,■..■.1;";’, er,'-''.''.'.’. O', h l.erd ^
tminilie.s. Ander.son is Tmirmg and lecturing with a eolleelion of. 
puinlings wliich ai'o iH-ing eiianilaivd as part of the national policy to 
deeenirahzf* Tile main eolleries, In Ueluelet, Anderson met Jim 
Varlev, s'On oi Ch'(.'Vi|» i|l Stnen artist i-red VaiTey, itie iieliielel 
resident wa.s hurpiTsetl to lind one o; Itis talher's pictures in the show!
< hiesls at tlie home ol .Mrs, Vilimin'iii Siniih, 909 .Marcbanl Hoad, for 
tile (liisl two wr-eks vrert* .Mrs .Smitli's !»isler'iit‘lavH, .Mrs, Hnrhiira 
Visiiey' and,.' irieitd.,,'Mrs, l„ei( l.|v'erH.idge, trom
,y!oi(v;,in;...' ’liie'- r.Hne ti r.vs i ■aiuoi.i by tram and areTlymg bock to 
'Lit.into f-.i WsO ,0 Ni.mm,: :!■ ..T'dv .III n coiism before reinrnirigto
Each and every montb 
during the term of your 
investment.
: MINI.MUM INVESTMENT,
■Moll I It I y In It* res L $5,900
Seml-iuiminl or compound Interest......... .......... ........... . I.">00
.ImminlN over $2r*.tiiin subjetl to eonfirmation.
Miiywe send yon n brochure?
‘/;i2A Fort .Stretd 
Victoria <;iftfi4fi0i)
8.50 Went HasitlngK SI. 
V.iiitoovei ''
M0;]i Joliiiiston Bond 
White Hock (5314,525)
Serving Hritish l oinmbiii since IHlH 
( AN vn.t, niKeosni' inm,’kan( «■’: ((ineonAtioN
JOHN BRUCE 
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
In a time when house prices and mortgage rates are high, 
what should a prudent person do?
Should you wait for the market to take a dip? Or go ahead 
and buy despite prevailing conditions?
If you have your eye on a house that suits your family’s 
needs, aspirations and financial circumstances, then youi 
best move is to buy now.
There is nothing within human view that will roll back 
wage rates or slice building costs or depress land values 
enough to make good homes cheaper tkan they are now.
There is a logical reason why real estate prices should level 
off while mortgage interest rates go up since the higher rate 
restricts the price range into which buyers may venture. But 
inflation and demand are overriding factors. The general 
trend is almost universally forecast to go upwards.
One caution is to obtain a mortgage arrangement with 
some provision for paying off ahead of time so that in the 
event of mortgage rates going down you can refinance with a 
r.iinimum of expense.
A good Realtor will counsel you on pitfalls to avoid and can 
save you many times his fee. Seek his advice.
See you next week.





9:45a.m. Family Service 
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:15a.m. Holy Communion 
7;30p.m. Compline with 
Meditation 
The two morning services to 
be taken by Archdeacon 
Horsefield
9925-5tllSt. 656-3544
Rev. K.’tV. Ridgway, Pastor
We invite you to attend and 
enjoy the teaching from God’s 



















8 a.m. Holy (Communion
10.00 a .m. Service of
Thanksgiving followed by 
refreshments.
ST. ANDRE WS CHURCH
: 9686 3rd St. SIDNEY 
8.d9a;m. H^^
IU5 a .m; FAMILY SERVICE
& Sunday School Awards. 
Thurs.: 9.00 a.nfi. Holy Com­
munion





















SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Horr Pratt 
Cliurch Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
ST.JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service of Worship) 9:30 a .m. 
ST. PAUL’S GIDNEY
Service of Worship Ilf 00 a.m. 
Church School 9:30a.m, 
CENTRALSAANICH 
UNITED CHURCHES 
Rev. John M Wood, B.A. 
Oturch Office 652-2713'
Manse 652-2748
.SHADY CREEK, 7180 East 
Saanich Road.
Family Service and Sunday 
School 9:45a.m.
A friendly Family Church. 
Welcome.
““ THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY BRANCH
Meru «l I'ylhhiti Hull ««« • Uh Ntreel,
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.





9:45a,m. Sunday Bible (School j
11:00 a.m, Morning Worahlp





702 SKA Dll IVE
.Sunday
.lunr nth
8,30(i.m. Holy Communion 
11,01) a,m. Morning i'rayer
Masonic service 




Host Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
8;30a,m. Saturday Study 
11.00 a,m. Worship
7,30 p,m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 















A Worm W<ilcnm« iiwnlltynu




Tiiui-sday - Bible Class 8 p m. 
PASTDHRON KOCH M3.T0T7
SIDNEY BIBLE CHftPEL'
0830 5t.h Street 
Sunday
0,30 a.m, The l/)rd's Supper 
11 .(K)n.m. 1' amily Bibie Hour 
and Sunday School 
7.00p,m. Evening Service 
WiLdnesday
8 p,m. P,rayer k Bible Study 
Jesm .said “I am tho Light of 
the World”.
Wednesday, June 13, 1973 THE REVIEW
missipiint wiLii open siimmeh faim
A meeting of the Convenors for 
the North Saanich Parish, St. 
Andrews and Holy Trinity 
Churches, Summer Fair to take 
place on July 28th, was held 
recently at the home of Mrs. 
K.R.H. Roberts.
The Summer Fair will be held 
at the Sidney Elementary School 
and will be opened at 2.30 p.m. by 
Mrs. P. Brethour, whose late 
husband’s family is, in July of 
this year, celebrating 100 years 
on the Saanich Peninsula.
Mrs. Brethour, herself, came to 
Sidney in 1910 to visit her uncle 
who was a member of the pioneer 
Coclu-ane family. She remem­
bers St. Andrew’s Church being 
built in that year and was a 
member of the Bible class and 
choir. In 1926 she married Mr. 
Philip Brethour and they con­
tinued with the family farm, on 
land that is today part of Sidney 
and the Airport.
Mrs. Brethour has been active 
in church work throughout the 
years and today is keenly in­
volved with her young neighbours
in the Multiple Sclerosis Golden 
Key Junior Auxiliary.
Tickets will be available 
through advance sale, under the 
convenorship of Mr. Terry 
Melville (656-1020) and Mr. 
Russell Scutt (656-4731), or at the 
gate. They will entitle holders to 
Tea, a Fashion Show to be staged 
by the Oily Tree and a Punch and 
Judy Show to be performed by 
the Peninsula Players.
Members of the Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and Crafts will 
have a stall exhibiting and selling 
paintings in media, pottery, 
batik, etc., a percentage from 
which will be donated by the 
artists.
Separate Home Cooking and 
Garden Produce stalls are being 
organized, also a Talent Stall and 
Attic Treasures with many 
special and unique gifts being 
made and donated. There will 
also be a tea cup seer in at­
tendance.
Welcome is extended to 
children under 16 who will be 
admitted free but who, for a
modest sum, will have the op­
portunity to test their skill at a 
coconut shy, or try their luck at. 
a fishpond and bran dip. Hot 
dogs, candy floss and refresh­
ments will be available.
Those present at the meeting 
felt that friends and supporters of
the Parish will want to mark the 
28th of July on their calendars — 
to get out in full force to enjoy the 
Second Annual Great Sidney 
Rowing Review in the morning 
and “Come to the Summer F’air” 
at Sidney Elementary School in 
the afternoon at 2:30 to round out 




Come in and see us, 
corner of
Fifth and Sevan Streets.
PHIL MERREH MOTORS LTD.




Mrs. Joyce Mason from 
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South 
Africa, spent ten days as the 
guest of Mrs. E.G. Woodward of 
Brentwood Bay while on a 
speaking tour of Vancouver 
Island where she visited 
Women’s Institutes, pointing out 
the similarities and differences in
the Institutes in her home state of 
Natal and in British Columbia.
On May 30th she addressed a 
luncheon meeting of the 
Newcastle Institute at the home 
of Mrs. A. Bryant in Nanaimo, 
from there going to the Little 
(^ualicum Institute where the 
meeting was held at the home of 
Mrs. J.H. McMillan.
On June 1st she addressed an 
evening meeting of the Brent­
wood Women’s Institute at the 
home of Mrs. J. Reynolds, 
Merchant Road, and showed 
beautiful slides of flowers, birds
:. 1
DR. D. W. GAUNT
of the Elk Lake Veterinary Clinic 
4975 Pat Bay Highway 
is happy to announce that
DR. TERRY HUBERTS
has purchased the 
Sidney Pet Clinic 
portion of his practice.
Dr. Gaunt wishes to thank all those who have been faithful 
clients over the years and trust that Dr. Huberts will enjoy 
the same consideration.
/r '* , ^
/ V’/ ^ t
Mrs. P. Brethour
Dr. T. Huberts, Veterinary Surgeon, 
formerly an associate with 
Quadra Animal Hospital, Victoria, B.C. 
wishes to announce the new hours 
for the SIDNEY PET CLINIC 
9838 FIFTH ST., SIDNEY B.C. 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8 a.m. -6p.m.
SATURDAY 9-12 A.M.
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 656-3333 
The Clinic will have full 
hospital facilities effective June 18,1973
The big 
job tractor.
Bhis is the big one. in horse- 
Power 1\ To and workpower. 18 
horses from a smooth twin 
cylinder engine. Hydrostatic 
drive. Control speed and di­
rection with a single treadle- 
pedal control. Simple.- plug­
in attachment system. Direct 
shaft attachment drive. Elec­
tric start. Dual roar wheel 
brakes. Two spool hydraulic 
lift. It’s the only tractor 
around for big yards or big 
ambitions. Bolens Division, 
FMC Corporation.




and the lovely scenery of Natal.
On June 4th she addressed the 
Lakehill Institute in their hall, 
and on June 6th spoke to the 
Colwood Institute at the home of 
Mrs. E.H. Emery. At Colwood 
she was given a copy of the 
British Uolumbia Women’s In­
stitute History.
On June 8th she spoke to the 
Shirley Institute at their annual 
tea and art display. Here she was 
■presented with a white carnation 
corsage made by their president, 
Mrs. P. Jessiman. j
A highlight of her visit was two 
trips to Butchart’s Gardens, 
where she took a number of slides 
which she can show on her return 
to Africa.
Mrs, Mason left Brentwood on 
June 9th for Vancouver and will 
attend the Triennial Convention 
of the Federated Women’s In­
stitutes of Canada in Banff, 
Alberta.
LUMBER, BUILDING SUPPLIES, HARDWARE
YOUR COMPLETE HOME CENTER
AND;
<1 J- n- AGGREGME
OPEN MON-FRI7:30 - 5:30 SATURDAY 8:00 -5:30
GORD BiSSELl
BiSTLER BROTHERS
PLUMBING & ELECTRICAL 
DEPTS.
VICTORIA - 2046 Keating Cross Road
Phone 652-1121
GOAT SHOW
Vancouver Island Goat 
Breeders will hold their 17th 
annual Kid and Yearling Show on 
Sunday, June 17, on the 
Saanichton Fair Grounds, with 4- 
H classes from 10 to 12 noon and 
adult and children’s classes from 
1 to 4 p.m.
Admission is free, entry fee per 
goat — seventy-five cents. 
Refreshments will be sold, 
everyone welcome.
LTD.
COMPLETE LINE OF HEALTH
LOMA LINDA -WORTHINGTON
LARGER QUANTITIES OF HEALTH 
FOODS ON ORDER
VITEWAY BREAD ft COOKIES 
Imported Cheeses - 
Cold Meats - Salads 
Take-Out Lunches 
Meat Pies - Sausage Rolls -
Baked Goods
A,
Recheck your 48-page colour 
(Iyer and shop now 'til June 
30 for Shopper Stopper values 
at Simpsons-Sears!
Tlit're’h «u easy 






Enjoy what you want when you want it. Open an All Purpose Account
















32 bz. lar ;■■■;
Town House 










Econo-Pak or Thrifty Brand 
Frozen





Canada No. 1 Grade.
Prices Effeclive June 13 lo June 16
...
In Vmir Friendly Sidney Safeway Store 
Reserve the Rlljht to l.lmU QiinnUtlea ,
iwi
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VESSEL IN LOCAL WATERS ON SALMON RESEARCH PROJECT e I
Saanich Peninsula boaters and 
fishermen may be surprised to 
see a fishing vessel netting 
salmon near Ganges Island this 
year from June to November. 
Tlie Fisheries Service boat RD 
104 is studying the life of juvenile 
salmon in Georgia Strait.
After they migrate from the 
streams to the sea, young salmon 
feed in shallow water close to 
shore. Bob Armstrong, skip^'er of 
the RD 104 searches for them 
with a depth sounder at several 
test locations in tlie Strait of 
Georgia. With a purse net he 
traps both salmon and herring. 
The crew measures a sample of 
the catch, takes scale and" 
stomach specimens, then returns 
the catch to the water.
The RD 104 is looking par­
ticularly for coho and chinook 
(springs) which lack the adipose 
fin (the small fleshy fin on the 
back near the tail). Adipose- 
clipped springs and coho carry a 
small wire tag buried in the nose. 
They are hatchery bred fish from 
the Big Qualicum and Capilano 
facilities or from U.S. hatcheries 
in Puget Sound.
Beginning next year the 
Fisheries Service hopes to nose- 
tag natural stream stocks in 
addition to hatchery salmon. If 
the RD 104 proves useful in in­
vestigating the early movements 
of hatchery fish, the purse 
seining program may be ex­
panded. Next year the Fisheries 
Service would sample both 
natural and hatchery bred 
salmon in many near shore and 
estuary locations throughout 
Georgia Strait.
The work of the RD 104 is 
closely related to that of the 
Georgia Strait Head Recovery 
Program, which asks sport and 
commercial fishermen to watch 
for salmon that lack the adipose 
fin, and to turn in the heads of 
these fish. The tags buried in the 
heads will let the Fisheries 
Service establish the benefit of 
our hatcheries to Georgia Strait
BEACON PLAZA SIDNEY, B.C.
Idea! Gifts For Father's Day
CORDUROY VELOUR SOCKS
$100stretch socks with Agilas stretch 
assort colors






100 percent polyester double knit high 
front pockets for style, assort, pattern ^ 
.& plain sizes 38 - 40.
Be Fashion Wise and go anywhere in 
great style - mostly polyster and double 




The purpose of the RD 104 is to 
fill in our knowledge of the 
salmon’s life between the hat­
chery and the fisherman. It is in 
early ocean life of the salmon 
that the highest mortality rate 
occurs, yet it is here that least is 
known about causes of mortality.
The RD 104 is a 28 foot gillnet 
style vessel. It will work in water 
less than 10 fathoms deep, using a 
net Too fathoms in length and 8 
fathoms in depth. Minimum and 
maximum mesh sizes are Va inch 
and 1 inch respectively. It will 
work at each the following 
locations every six weeks: 
Kulleet Bay, Ganges Harbour, 
Nanoose Bay, Deep Bay, Burrard 
Inlet.
Besides sampling marked 
juvenile salmon, Mr. Armstrong 
will be studying the diet inter­
relationships of herring and 
young salmon.
Twenty-eight foot Fisheries Service gillnetter, RD 104.
COLLINSTViARKET:
2335 AMITY DR. - CORNER PAT BAY HWY.
BEStIQUALITY;v'MEATS '&;■ GROCERIES
1 NORTH STAR |
WIENERS
10 LB. BOX
50 lb. VARIETY 
PACK
' ‘ \ ' "
$^050 ' ' > 44 1











j HIPS LB. 1
SUITS
SHORT SLEEVED SHIRTS
SJSSfor Summer comfort stay cool in 
nylons, cottons, polyesters, assort, 
shirts in plains, patterns, size 14% - 17.
Men’s & Young Men’s 2 pcs suits, 
quality polyester double knits in 
popular regular styling neatly flared 
pants, excellent selection of patterns, 




front neck zipper opening. “Kambern 
Originals” - cotton, linen & polyester 
mixed materials size S-M-L-XL
^14^5
Van Knit - by Van Huesen - 85 percent 





$g9Svinyl uppers with crepe 
outsole & foam cushion insole
KNIT DRESS SHIRTS
fine plaids, checks. Sizes 14V2 - 17 - reduced to
Slop early.
pr.
^op for the finest selection in
MEN’S WALLETS
■ Watch'FOR-OUR-/WINDOW; SPEC IALS:
a'.m. -7 p.m.
■ ^ Closed Sundays & Holidays r
PRICES EFFECTIVE THUR. FRI. & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD7
7005 E5 Saanich Rd. 652-2411
DESERT BOOTS FOR DAD
993 eyelet tie ankle height. Shag Suede 
uppers, Texan insoles, full sizes
All Gifts purchased here for Father’s 
will be gift wrapped
00
up to
and card holders, Key chains, pass port 
holders.
We welcome your CHARGEX CARD 
for all your purchases & remember 
we’re open till 9 o’clock Friday nite for 
your shopping convenience.
SUPER LOT .4
Presents ALFA ROMEO SHOW TIME 73 FRl. Sat. JUNE 15 - 16
COME m AND TEST DRIVE AN EASY TO OWN EASY TO LIVE WITH
2000 GTV VELOCE *6500 00
ROSS McGILLIVERY
MEET THE METRO STAFF
HAROLD D. JAMISON GENERAL MANAGER
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PACIFIC COMMIJTEK STRUGGLES TO EXPAND BUS SERVICE 1 advertise again
No Cooperation From Provincial Public Utilities Commission FOR WHARFINGER
THE REST ROOMS in Wain Park have been in 
operation now for five weeks. And in that five 
weeks, they’ve been vandalized four times. 
Damage to the structure includes two broken 
toilets, smashed glass in every window and fine 
gravel poured into plumbing fixtures. Built at a 
cost of $5,000, the washrooms are presently 
unusuable. Sgt. Harry Chambers of the 
Sidney R.C.M.P. detachment said that the
matter is under investigation, but explained that 
it is difficult to solve unless those irivolved are 
caught in the act. It is the work of a small group 
of individuals, however, he said — explaining 
that anyone who can offer information on the 
damage could contact his office in confidence. 
“They’d be protecting their own property by 
giving us information,” he said.
(RevieW'.Photol’
The Pacific Commuter per­
sonnel are battling to improve 
and extend their bus service, but 
are receiving no cooperation 
from the B.C. Public Utilities 
Commission.
A recent application to the 
P.U.C. for a fare increase of 
approximately 20 cents was 
turned down at the end of April. 
The increase was the first applied 
for since the Commuter began 
service nearly three years ago 
and was intended to cover rising 
costs of maintainance and 
operation and to help subsidize 
the run to Saltspring Island.
At the moment, passengers on 
the Victoria-Sidney route of 
Pacific Commuter pay $1.00, or 
$1.05 if they travel the extra leg to 
Swartz Bay. “This must be the 
best five-cent value on any bus 
says driver Harry Williams.
Another bus company charges 
$1.30 to take passengers from 
downtown Victoria to Sooke and 
the Vancouver Island Coach 
Lines charges $2.00 from Victoria 
to the Airport, a service operated 
under contract.
According to Donna MacAr- 
thur, who, with husband Wayne, 
owns the Sidney bus line, the 
P.U.C. have ruled that fare in­
creases are unnecessary and has 
said that the bus service could 
follow a shorter route between 
Victoria and Sidney, eliminating 
some mileage.
The Peninsula is best served by 
routing buses through Cordova 
Bay and the residential areas of 
Central Saanich and North 
Saanich, protest Commuter 
personnel. Oh the Cordova Bay 
run, which was a losing 
proposition when Vancouver 
Island Coach Lines operated the 
regular service out here, there 
was an average of 1.2 passengers 
per bus. “Now' we have 15 or 16 
each trip, but it has taken us 
three years to build to this point” 
says Williams.
Minister James Lorimer says 
he would like to increase bus 
services,” adds Williams. “So 
would we!”
Suspension of the Salt Spring 
service has upset many residents 
and the Commuter hopes to 
manage reinstatement of tlie 
route eventually. Meanwhile, 
how'ever, morale is damaged by 
the P.U.C. attitude.
Other grievances include the 
perennial irritation of V.I. Coach 
Lines obtaining a P.U.C. license 
to pick up the summer Victoria- 
bound passengers from the 
Washington State Ferry
Anacortes terminal in Sidney.
Four bus companies have 
pickup rights on the Peninsula 
and yet, when Pacific Commuter 
applied for similar rights to run a 
charter bus into the Duncan, 
Cow'ichan, Chemainus area for 
hockey games, they were 
refused. There is only one carrier 
in that area and the Commuter’s 
application to P.U.C. was backed 
by letters from Duncan 
municipal council, the Duncan 
high school, the alena ad­
ministration and others.
The commuter personnel work 
hard to keep costs low, carrying
out their own maintainance and 
repairs. Cheerfulness on the job 
is their password and the drivers 
enjoy such good relations with 
local people that the bus is 
frequently stopped enroute to 
take on a gift of fresh vegetables 
or even cookies?
“We have no grumble with 
Peninsula folk, they are the 
greatest” says Harry Williams.
The company has asked P.U.C. 
for permission to attend a 
meeting at which their fare in­
crease application could be 
reviewed.
BROTHERS FOll WILL PRESENT VARIEB PROGRAM
Large Crowd Anticipated
Singing groups come and go, 
but The Brothers Four remain. 
What keeps this group in 
demand? The obvious answer is 
talent, and a imique musical 
quality that is instantly iden­
tified. But continuing Success 
can’t always be explained in 
terms of talent or uniqueness. It’s 
often such intangible qualities as 
attitude that assure continued 
success.
The Brothers Four are 
dedicated performers and 
musicians. Their work is their 
livelihood, not a pastime, and 
they approach every engagement 
from the standpoint of doing their 
professional best. This quality 
will be apparent to Peninsula 
residents attending their Sidney 
Day concert in Tulista Park on 
July 2.
pearance, selection of songs, and 
what they choose to say about 
their material is governed by 
their appeal to fans of all ages. 
They have appeared in public and 
college concerts, worked 
nightclubs throughout the world, 
appeared on television, recor­
dings and commercials and have 
yet to hear that a performance 
was in “poor taste”.
Perhaps The Brothers Four are 
best described in one word —
professional. They get the job 
done and leave everyone happy in 
the process. Granted, they have 
been around for a long time; but 
then, they plan to be around a lot 
longer.
Another major event to be held 
in conjunction with Sidney Day 
will be a dance at Sanscha Hall on 
Saturday, June 30. An excellent 
band has been engaged, chicken 
will be served, and a good time is 
assured.
New Man Chosen For Hospitai
Organized by the Sidney 
Kinsmen Club, Sidney Days this 
year is expected to draw the 
largest crowds in its history 




Oversized Eggs and other Off-Grades
; at /: O^KS:: POULTRY -Farm-
880 Downey Rd., Deep Cove
From the moment their 
beautiful love ballad, “Green- 
- fields’’ became the number one 
record in markets around the 
world, taste has been«an im­
portant group criteria. Ap-
The new administrator for the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital on 
Mt. Newton Cross Road is a man 
with a lengthy record of service 
in extended care.
John E. Stevens, 54, has been 
business manager for Mount St. 
Mary extended care hospital in 
Victoria, for six years, during 
which time he has been 
responsible for financing, pur­
chasing and personnel.
Previously he spent a number 
of years at The Fort, a private 
extended care hospital at Comox 
and before: that, was ad­
ministrator at the Victoria 
[ Leprosy Hospital, Hyderbad; 
India for 11 years.
In Central Saanich, Stevens 
will head a staff of nearly 70 in 
the new 75-bed extended care 
hospital which is expected to 
open about a year from now.
He holds a certificate in 
Hospital Organization and 
Management from the Canadian 
Hospital Association and a 
Personnel and Industrial 
Relations diploma. Stevens, a 
Gordon Head resident, was 
chosen from 61 applicants for the 
Peninsula; Hospital pJosition. 
Initial screening was carried out 
by a selection of local hospital 
administrators, the i Saanich 
Penirisula Hospital Society i^ard 
making the final decision.
The town of Sidney will make 
another attempt to hire a 
wharfinger for the Federal 
Government wharf near 
Resthaven Hospital, whose 
management is now a towm 
responsibility.
The position was advertised 
some weeks ago, one of the ap­
plicants had been selected, and 
then the man chosen had refused 
the position on grounds that it 
might lack permanence.
Council were also told Monday 
evening that the Canadian Corps 
of Commissionaires were unable 
to accept the position (it was 
suggested that control of the 
wharf might be added to the 
duties of Sidney’s parking control 
Commissionaire).
Discussion on how much the job 
was worth, the hours that would 
be required, and the form of any 
public advertisement for the 
position, kept Council on the 
subject for several minutes.
“We hope to break even on 
this,” Mayor Dear told Council, 
explaining that a maximum 
salary of $400 per montli would be 
in line with expected revenue 
from the wharf.
Alderman Peter Malcolm then 
suggested a monthly figure of 
$350, on the basis that it would be 
“easier to move up than move 
back.”
Council members agreed that 
the job would require some at­
tendance at the wharf daily 
throughout the summer months, 
to a maximum of approximately 
28 hours per week — with a much 
reduced schedule during the 
winter.
This prompted Alderman Chris 
Andersen to express the view that 
Council would find no prospective 
employee to work seven days a 
week for $350 per month.
Council finally agreed to ad­
vertise the position, with niuch 
more detail than was included in 
the previous ad.
t ^t hot too much detail, if they 
follow Malcolm’s suggestion: 
“Don’t teil ’em too much in the ad 
__ get ’em in here.”
JUNE 23, 1973
Brentwood Community Hall 
Geoff. Venables Orchestra 
Dancing 9:30-1:00 
Admission $5.00 couple
Organic fertilizer, free of charge. Loading machinery 
available by phone appointment.
656-2485 Bring truck and trailer wagons
New Horizons Bus Scheduis
ROYAL CANADIAN 
LEGION NO. 37
The bus will leave the bus depot, Sidney, each 'Thursday at 
12.15 p.m. and will proceed to Deep Cove and Brentwood, 
returning to Sidney. AH senior citizens wishing to use this
service, please be at the road, to be picked up.
For further information ph. 656-3785. or 650-3412
/ Mills Hoad, Sidney, B.C.
Friday June 13 Dancing 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Happy Hour 8 - y P.M.
HtMiry Fielding Trio
ADMISSION 5()c EACH





JUNE 16TII & 17TH -GOAT CLUB SHOW 
JUNK 30 - C.ILS.A. HORSE SHOW
SUOI» AND SWAP ON THE I'Am GROUNDS 
EVERY SATURDAY 10:00A.M.
I5r.2-;i31f
Si'iiioinlW'r 1, 2. .1 ■ SAANICH PAIH 
Novimbfi- :i & 4 UCllHY SHOW
I
Announces the opening 
of his office nt MONDAY- JULY 2nd
2328 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY
for the practice of Orphopaedic Surgery. 
AppointmentH by referral only.
t70.'1665




(Friday, June 22,2 - 4 P.M.; 7 - 9 P.M. nt Sanschn 
Friday. June 29,7 • H P.M, al Sanscha)
Age 3 6 Tot Lot
Sidney Elementary School
Double
9:30 • 11:30 A,M. Tues, to Fri. 
4 sessions i>er week for 3 weeks
(Course 1-July 3 .'201 
(yntrse 11 • July 24 - Aug. lO)
$3.00 per Course)
i\ge 6 -9 yr, Playgrounil 
.Hiinscha Grounds
0:30 - 11:30 A.M. Tues, to Fri. 
4 ECSfiionB iwr week for 3 wctjks
(CourHO 1 - July 3 - July 20) 
(Course U-July 24-Aug. 10)
BONUS
DAYS
Friday and Saturday 
June ISlh and 16tli
$4.00 per course
Ago 9 -13 yr. Activity 
Sanschn (Cburso 1 • July 3 .July 20) 
(Course 11 • .July 24 - Aug, UP 
Inlruuucl.uiilu Mlui Wll (GiiEO SQ 10:30, Tucr. )
(6 sessions) (Roys 10:30. ll ;30.Tues, Thurs.)
Introduction to Tennis (racquets supplied)
- forty-live miriuk! hc.'ssiiais ,, , n*.'
rninxitmimmimlH'i t21ngUH4pi Wcd.anulrj.
Aefivifies: $3.00 ivT course
For information;'reU'phoiic (i5(i 4‘.»!4 Mon. I’l i,, iron) H' 
iioon. '.... ^... .......
Sliop and save on merchandise Irom every dcpai imenl 
eiuk)f hru« clearances, regular stock clearances; 
manul'acUirer’s ch'arances ,,, .a savings spree lor 
Uu in'i liuiq-ii”'' ’.vli'^ Popuc Dnyc hrinp ‘fomo of 
tile li.M‘i!uys’ortlie seavm, Clieck Thursday and 
IT'iday daily nesvspapers, nhop in person for advertised 
,01(1 ijoii ,tth eiiis('d r-peeial'.’.,
Ijitn Ihtosii’s Rjiias Da,\ Drawl Vmt could wtn n Fwal 
V'tachcr u mi It o(i on Katon't Food Floor.
This Famous Group Has Preformed At
THE WHITE HOUSE ★
★ MANY TOP HIT RECORDINGS ★
★ TELEVISION Yr
7^ ON WORLD TOUR ★
ic DON'T MISS THE BROTHERS m^^^




9:30 ■ 1:30 - SRNSCHft HftLL 
MIDNIGHT CHICKEN DINNER 
'3 00 PESSON • BRI! FACILITIES
FOR TICKETS PHONE 656-4724
mm
f.-;
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■fM®: JACIi SCOTT CIII.UMM
JUST GEVE EN
As a man who hates to give up a 
position, tenable or untenable, I 
hate to admit that I long ago gave 
reluctant recognition to Father’s 
Day. How do you say in your 
language? If you can’t beat ’em, 
join ’em? Well, that’s the story.
There are two tilings tliat 
brought this about. First, let me 
just scribble it into the record 
that I am almost violently op­
posed to all “Days” and to the 
death-grip that commercialism 
has fastened on each and every 
one of our festive and sacred 
dates.
My disenchantment reached a 
new low during Easter when I 
was prevailed upon to cart my 
ladies to what was described as 
“the Easter Parade,” which 
sounded pleasantly old-fashioned 
and caused me to picture the 
good burghers of the town 
strolling in their new finery 
through the spring sunshine after 
church.
Instead, it turned out to be a 
fashion show by professional 
models, some of them imported 
for the occasion, and featuring 
the wares of a certain milliner. 
The whole thing was made even 
more sickening by the fact that 
my wife subsequently purchased 
one of the fool things, amortizing 
it over 12 full months. - 
It isn’t Easter, alone, by any 
means. Christmas and Valen­
tine’s Day and St. Patrick’s Day 
and the rest have all got fouled up 
with the idea of ringing the bells 
oh the shopkeepers’ cash
registers, a conception they’ve
done little to discourage
I began to realize I was fighting 
a losing battle on a certain 
Mother’s Day.
My mater happened to be a 
mortal enemy of any form of 
hypocrisy and I must say I was 
pleased when she commanded 
me to ignore the occasion.
“Just because a bunch of 
merchants get together and 
decide that this is the day you 
have to buy your mother 
something to prove you love her 
I is no reason at all why intelligent 
I people should fall for it,” she 
said.
“Good girl, mother,” I said. 
“Why,’’ she said, “any mother 
would much rather have a little 
surprise on some other day in­
stead of this business of ordering 
flov/ers or buying candy simply 
because some advertising men 
have announced that it’s a duty.”
“Splendid thinking, mother,” 1 
said.
So, on the day after Mother’s 
Day, having dutifully refrained 
from insulting her intelligence 
with a gift, my mother 
telephoned and gave me a 
complete inventory of the 
presents received by at least a 
dozen of her women friends from 
their obviously less analytical 
sons.
“They kept asking me what you 
bought,” my mother said, with an 
odd little tremor in her voice, and 
from somewhere, far off, I 
detected the soft laughter of the 
entire membership of the Retail 
Merchants’ Association. Whether 
they knew it or not, they had 
acquired a new slave.
Which brings us right up to that 
particular breakfast when my 
two youngest daughters were 
engaged in a whispered, con- 
spiratory conversation in which, 
by diligent eavesdropping, I was 
able to catch the words, “tie”, 
“golf ball” and “ball-point pen.” 
“What’s up?” I enquired. 
“You’re not supposed to be 
tuned in on this,” my wife said. 
“Don’t you know that Sunday if 
Father’s Day?”
But, look,” 1 said, “you know 
how I feel about those things. Just 
because a bunch of merchants 
get together and decide that
“Ixnay on that uffstay,” my 
wife said.
“But any father would much
MKS. PHYLLIS MUNDAY 
TO ADDRESS GLIDE LEADERS
rather have a little surprise on 
some ....”
‘Now you’ve done it,” my wife 
said.
I glanced across at Jill and 
Jenny. Their lower lips had 
begun to come out, the un- 
mistakeable sign of Big Trouble 
They were looking at me stoney- 
eyed, accusingly, as they might 
look at a department store Santa 
Claus whose beard had slipped.
1 smiled wanly back at them.
“I wonder if anybody’s going to 
remember a very special day not 
too far away,” I said to no one in 
particular. The insincerity shone 
from me like a beacon, but they 
returned to their breakfast, 
appeased. So we lose our prin 
ciples, one by one, just to keep a 
little peace.
mmm SPEAKS AT CONAOCATIOK
A plea for greater medical 
recognition of alcoholism and 
more positive measures of care 
and control from all healing 
sciences was made by J. George 
Strachan, in his address to the 
Spring Convocation of the 
University of Alberta on May 31.
Strachan who is director of 
Gillain Manor Ltd. the new 
centre for the care and treatment 
of alcoholism to be built in North 
Saanich, was awarded an 
Honorary Doctor of Laws degree 
at the convocation.
“Alcoholism remains the most 
neglected and ignored social, 
medical and legal issue we 
know,” Strachan said.
“It is time we accept the 
responsibility for designing and 
implementing education and 
rehabilitative answers which will 
more effectively replace the 
stupid and archaic punitive 
practices which have all failed so 
miserably in the past.
“Socially, we can no longer 
close our eyes to the deterioration 
our chemically oriented society is 
undergoing as it seeks to avoid 
the realities of responsible living. 
If we are to know a better way of 
life we rhust also accept a per­
sonal obligation to be stable and 
mature citizens without seeking 
to anaesthetise ourselves when 
faced with painful demands and 
decisions.”
On June 8th and 9th at 
Kingswood, Linnet Lane, the 
Southern Vancouver Island Area 
of Girl Guides Trainers will have 
a Nature Learning for Brownie, 
Guide and Ranger Leaders.
Special guest will be Provincial 
Woodcraft and Nature Advisor 
Mrs. Phillis Munday of North 
Vancouver. Mrs. Munday has 
extensive knowledge of the 
outdoors, with her experience as 
the Editor of the Alpine Journal 
of Canada for many years and 
being an accomplished 
photographer of wild flowers, 
with an indominatable spirit of 
adventure, has much to offer to 
present Leaders.
Early this year Mrs. Munday 
was appointed by the Governor- 
General of Canada, Roland 
Michener, a Companion of the 
Order of Canada, the highest 
level in Canada’s award system 
for public service. Girl Guides of 
Canada can claim 55 years of 
Mrs. Monday’s dedicated 
assistance as well, and she has 
been awarded The Beaver, for 
her outstanding service.
Mrs. Munday and her late 
husband, Don, explored the 
British Columbia coast range 
mountains, doing some of the 
original mapping and they were 
responsible for the naming of
Mount Wadchngton, the highest 
peak in the range. As well. Mount 
Munday has been named in their 
lonour. Mr. Munday was the 
author of Mystery Mountain, all 
about Mount Waddington.
This particular Nature 
Learning is especially planned to 
help Leaders to organize func­
tional flexibility in programming 
activities, pursuit of knowledge 
and enjoyment of the very 
proximity of the wild life so 
important to the young girls they 
lead and work for.
Mrs. Munday will be at 
Kingswood Girl Guide Camp, 
Linnet Lane, just off Old West 
Saanich Rd., on Friday June 8 at 
8:30 p.m., Saturday June 9 
'loginning sessions at 9:00 a.m., 
there will be outdoor ones as well.
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH)
HELP WANTED
Applications will be received by the undersigned from suitably, 
qualified persons for the following:
SCHOOL CLERICAL: Clerk Typists
Elementary School Secretary.
A good knowledge of clerical practice and capabilities is 
required. Full and part-time positions are available.
CUSTODIAL:
Custodian helpers who will work under the supervision of a 
Custodian in charge. The hours of work will generally be 
from 3 p.m. on a 5 day work week, and will range from eVa 
hours per day to 8 hours per day.
Applicants are requested to provide the names of two 
references. Application forms are available from the School 
Board Office - 656-1111. Closing date 12 o’clock noon, Monday,







Under Ne w Manage m en #
CONSIGNfUtENT ALSO
Saanich Peninsula School 
Board dealt with teacher ap­
pointments and transfers in 
detail this week.
Trustee Jack Armstrong asked ■ 
director of instruction Tom 
Elwood to provide a run-down oh 
the new teacher apfwintments 
The Boiard approved new
teachers Miss Verna L. : Ketler, 
UBC graduate, to Durrance Road 
Elementary i Larry W. Corbett, ; 
UVic Bachdor of: Education, to
Northl Saanich elementary :- 
junior secondary; StepKeh 
Jossid, also a U.Vic graduate^tpu. 
Parkland arid'Miss Patricia A. 
Kettles, aicommerce specialist 
from Acadia University to 
Parkland. ’
Temporary teacher ap­
pointments were approved for 
Heather Anderson, a University 
of Calgary grad to Sidney 
Elementary; Walter Quint, a
Bachelor of Education with 
music background to Lochside 
Elementary; Philip Mesner, a 
new B.Ed. to Cordova Bay 
Elementary; Frances M.J. 
Carter, a Bachelor of Music from
U.Vic to Parkland and Mrs. A.R. 
Grierson, relief teacher to 
Saanichton Elementary.
Francis
We Buy and Sell 
Old China, Silver, 
Furniture 
andBricabrac 
9812 4th Street, Sidney 
Phone 656-3515
liTi-fATHERS
Tk Fathers Day Cards ^ Books 
it Chess Sets *■ log Books
•k New Issues Of B.C. Pilot
CORfilSH’S
2410 BEACON 656-2931
FOR F/ATHER’S DAY 











Tlie Council of the 'I'own of Sidney intends to close and 
abandon that section of highway noted in Bylaw No. 403 as 
detailed below. A copy of the plan referred to in the bylaw 






A BYLAW TO CLOSB l’AHT OF OAkVtU.K AVENUE
WUKHEA8 Iho Coimell of Iho ’INiwi ol kuiiioy huH luithorlly O'"''’''MS of 
. lliB Mimltloiil Act to tIOM th«l piiift of !j»'CtlooTt’O (to', Hnngc h*''*'*' ’p'
North Sftunlcli Dinrlt/t which wkh rtcdicftloh #* road by plan* 1W2 nod 57BI nnd 
iifl* to tho w««t ol Eighth Rlrwt; : 7,
AND WHEttEAS tlio connmt of (ho odjoinlng nod a(f«tt!<l ownoro of conllgiKnn.
1 wtdi to tho clOfcwe nnd nbondomnont ho« btfon obtBlmni;
and WnEnEA,9 It i« doomed dwlrnblc to uko «ald rond loi « pohllc pwrk nnd 
plnygroundi
NOW THEIU5FOUE th« Council of tho Town of Sidney in oi«in moel ing luiiioinhlod 
, iiirtocU 0* follows;' ,
I, 11*al nnrtof Oakvillo Avoniio botweon Eight Street nnd T’alricia Hay High­
way a» outilnod In red on the attached plan In horehy cloHed nnd atopped up 
to vehicular traific of all kinda.
J, The title to tho land* eoniprlawl within the area a* dewtibed In fk’ctlon I
vooted to the Municipality,
5, 'thl* bylaw ihall tw advwtl»ed in the .Sidney Itovicw prior to the adoption
, thafwf.' , ’
4. TO* bylaw fcliallUkcoffect upon registration In the office of tho Ir.»peelor
of Munidpalllloit,
6, 'Tid* bylaw may bo eitod a* "Highway Stopping Up and tloulng Itjlaw No.
’ iRL, IWll". '
Notice is hereby given that ail persons who deem themselves to be affected by the proposed 
amendments to the Zoning Bylaw No. 345,1969 will be afforded an opportunity to be heard^on 
the matters contained therein before the Council of the Town of Sidney at a Public Hem mg to 
be held in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B. C. on Monday, 
June 25th, 1973 at 8:00 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws may be inspected at the Town Hall, Sidney, B.C. from Monday to
Friday between thehoursof8:30a.m.and4:30p.m. „
The effect of these bylaws will be to amend the Zoning Bylaw as follows;
1. To rezone that part of unsurveyed Crown foreshore and that part of Lot i, North fe mnich
District, all as shown below, to “G-2 Marina”.
--Jif




I-.f, . ( ■r- I . ‘IV,
To es
- No room in the inn. You have this great 
trip planned, You've thought of everything, 
You'll be1n Winnipeg in three days with
casual sightseeing along the vvay. Your , 
wife says "maybe we should phone ahead 
tor a motel". Your answer is "let s wait .
So, you spend the first night in the car and 
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Il4>nd a kwmnd tima '
Itaad , ' a; .third ' r «lm« . -
Ihwonaldf'ftd, adoiAad and finally pa*Mwl thi*
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i U 1*?'/■!' I{' ■ ‘ 'w L*** .J f iV+'v I 1
r,,.• ...*>”■' vk*
- .tJ mr, V . .... N'
2 To restrict the height of all hHiUhrigs within UieTovvn to a maximum ot 5(1 feet.
3! To prorifV (or a new zone dt slgnaletl as “J-Automobtle Service Station” and 
reguUitio.is for .sucli zone,
Daled at heliiey i''!- (‘-ili >•* -(‘on’ t'-h.,
G. S.‘I,/>gan ■ ' ' i ■ '
' 'Towfi C'Mrk ■ ■■ '
to set out
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ISIiAN® ®EVEl,®PMENT SEMIMAK
The publid is invited to a 
seminar entitled “The Limits to 
Growth in B.C.” to be held on 
Saturday, June 16 from 9.30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. at the McLaurin
Auditorium, University of Vic­
toria. Admission is free, bring 
your own lunch, coffee will be 
available.
The program will be a
Sidney Men’s Softball League
GP W L T F A Pts
Harveys 11 9 1 1 108 38 19
Hotel 11 6 5 0 63 51 12
Jokers 10 5 4 1 70 59 11
R.C.M.P. 9 5 4 0 44 46 10
Merchants 9 3 6 0 50 69 6
Metro 10 1 9 0 45 117 2
COMING WEEK’S SCHEDULE — SANSCHA GROUNDS
Wed. June 136:30P.M.
Thur. June 14 6:30P.M.
Jokers vs. R.C.M.P. 
Hotel vs. Merchants
Sun. June 171:30 p.m.
Sun. June 17 6:30 p.m.
R.C.M.P. vs Hotel 
Harveys vs Jokers
Mon. June 186:30p.m.
Tue. June 196:30 p.m.
Wed. June 206:30 p.m.
Merchants vs Metro 
Jokers vs Hotel 
R.C.M.P. vs Merchants
Custom or Spec. Homes 
Apartment Buildings 






9145 Inverness Road FREE ESTIMATES
discussion of the future growth 
and development of Vancouver 
Island and speakers will include 
David Anderson, B.C. Liberal 
leader, Howard English, B.C. 
Wildlife Federation, and a 
representative from the 
Provincial Government.
The sponsors of this seminar 
believe it is necessary for all 
levels of decision-makers to be 
acutely aware of the interests 
and views of the community 
when making decisions which 
affect the future of that com­
munity. The purpose of this, 
seminar is, therefore, to provide 
an opportunity for public par­
ticipation in the discussion of the 
alternatives available in shaping 
the future growth and develop­
ment on Vancouver Island.
The sort of topics for discussion 
will be: Non-recoverable
resources in B.C., Limiting 
Population in the Region, 
Problems of Urbanization, 
Energy Consumption, Structure 
of Decision-making in Limiting 
Growth.
The event is sponsored by 
Beacon Hill Park Association, 
C.A.S.E., Environmental Centre, 
Lower Island N.D.P., S.P.E.C., 
Sierra Club and Victoria-Oak Bay 
N.D.P.
THE LAW IN REVIEW
P.O. Box 2191, R.R. 2 
Sidney, B.C.







A m|frib6r of complaints have recently been 
received by the Sidney detachment from local 
school bus drivers regarding motorists who fail 
to stop when school bus warning lights are 
flashing.
Section 142 of the Motor Vehicle Act reads as 
follows:
“The driver of a vehicle upon a highway, upon 
meeting or overtaking a school bus; (a) 
designated as a school bus; (b) stopped on a 
highway; and (c) upon or near which a sign or 
signal is displayed indicating that the school bus 
is receiving or discharging school children, shall 
stop the vehicle before reaching the school bus 
and shall not proceed before the school bus 
resumes motion or until the driver of the school 
bus signals to other drivers that it is safe to 
proceed.”
The penalty for violation is either three 
penalty points or a $25 fine. The tragedy that 
could result is, however, far more serious.
Thui’srtay, June 14, Kae Burns' 
Dance Studio, 3-7 p.m.
Friday, June 15, Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio, 3:30-8 p.m.
Monday, June 18. Handicraft 
Guild 1-3 p.m.; Rae Burns’ Dance 
Studio 3:30-7:30 p.m.; Sanscha 
General Meeting, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, June 19, Sanscha 
Susies 1-2:45 p.m.; Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3-8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 20, Rae 
Burns’ Dance Studio, 3:30-9 p.m.
Sanscha Rentals: Mondays to 
Friday, 10-12 noon, 656-4914.
PAT BAY STORE
HOURS OPEN; 
9.30 u.m, to B p.m. 
DAILY
10251 WEST SAANICH ROAD 
656-3567
THE MARINE SERVICE CENTER
NO LEAVE
A request for leave-of-absence 
from Royal Oak Junior Secon­
dary School by R.N. Bradshaw, 
physical education teacher, was 
rejected by Saanich Peninsula 
School Board on Monday. The 
Board learned that Bradshaw 
wished to join a tennis group 
which starts touring just before 
the end of the school term. 
Although the teacher volunteered 
to give up his pay for the last two 
days, the Board decided, in 
trustee Jack Armstrong’s words 
“to draw the. '.ne somewhere.’’
OUTBOARD REPAIRS:
EVINRUDE — JOHNSON — HONDA — 4-cycle 
— BRITISH SEAGULL 
INBOARD/OUTBOARD REPAIRS: 




2238 HARBOUR, SIDNEY ® 656-3167
GORDIE BLOW SAYS 
LOOK AT THIS ”1972 
GMC STANDARD 
SHIFT CUSTOM Vz 
TON 350 CU. IN V8. 
RADIO. L O W 
MILEAGE. IT’S.' A 
SHOPPER STOPPER
John Van Sant, Social Security 
Representative of the United 
States Social Security Ad­
ministration, will be in Victoria 
for a scheduled visit June 21, 
1973. He will be at the U.S. Im­
migration and Naturalization 
Office, new Canadian Pacific 
Dock Building, 254 Belleville 
Street, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. on June 21, 1973.
TRADE ANYTHING 
AT THE AUTOMART
BEACON AVE; NEXT TO BAKERY
A Messige For You
FOR THE FINEST 
FLOOR COVERINGS ... 
carpet, linoleum, vinyl, 
ceramic tiles ...





ir BEACON 'k 
READY-MIX LTD
Call US for READY MIXED CONCRETE 
WASHED SAND £ GRAVEL DRAIN GRAVEL
WHITE’S presenfs . an extra
m
a)ME AND SEE tHESE QUALITY PRODU
COLOR TV ^















/TAPE JACKS ; 
i EXTENSION & SATELLITE 
SPEAKER JACKS , 
ADAPTABLE TO QUAD SOUND 
DELUXE TURNTABLE ,
ONLY









':40 WATT: CHASSIS ,.;^;;;;/ 
FUTURISTIC'STYUNG/ 
;8,TRACK;TAPE:;UN1X^/ 










YOUR COMPLETE HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE PRODWCTS 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR YOUR VIEWING
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The Review CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
_ ^ Through ^ ^
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE: Tuesday noon for 
insertion same week.
RATES: 25c for each four words or 
less. Minimum charge $1.00
CLASSIFICATIONS
I. Real Estate For Sale
2'. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Elstate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats for Sale










ONE AND TWO BEDROOM fully furnished 
cottages, very quiet area. All utilities. 652- 
1415 Calpine Motel. 23-tf
Miscellaneous
(Est.1912)











Victoria Real Estate Board • 
and Multiple Listing Service.
2444 Beacon A.ve. 
Sidney, B.C. 556-1154
shAHim
“Complete Real Estate 
Service Across Canada”
OPEN HOUSE 
8907 East Saanich Road
2-4p.iTi.
This bright white rancher under 
heavy shake roof is the ultimate 
in convenient, country living. 
Panoramic views of the Gulf 
Islands, 1860 sq. ft. living space, 
plus a full basement with 32 ft. 
seaview, rec. room, a one 
bedroom cottage and a 3 car 
garage with grease pit. Call us 
come and inspect it, or make 
your offer. Asking $57,000.
ACREAGES GAI^ORE 
- Deep: Cove^
T ac. cleared, some trees $10,(HK). 
t 1 1-3 ac. farm it yourself $12,000 
1% ac. your, own baseball field
6 ac.; treed, rising Kighv views T* 
$27,500
50 ac. Total seclusion with ! 
magnificent; views from the 450 






Victoria. 1(B7 Fort St. 386-2U1 
SIDNEY 656-3924
i
2296 Henry Ave. 
656-3612
Furnished and unfurnished one 
tw,a and..three .feedirooms.
45-tf
CLOSING OUT SALE. Bargainqn children’s 
books; adult novels; miscellaneous items. 
Saturday, 10-4. Agricultural Grounds, 
Saanichton. 24-1
BRENTWOOD BAY — AVAILABLE NOW. 
one bedroom apartment with fridge and 
stove, hot water heat, water and cablcvision 
included, $95.00. Phone 652-2725 . 24-1
CARPORT SALE, SATURDAY JUNE 16th. 
Free coffee. 12 gauge Ithica shotgun; crib 
with mattress; roll away cot; record player; 
tricycles; misc. camping articles, toys and 
household goods. 656-2204 . 2499 Rothesay 
Ave. 24-1
SMALL CHICKENS AS PETS ONLY — free 
to good home. 656-3395. 24-1
BEST OFFER TAKES a.i ACRE STANDING 
HAY'. You cut. Phone 656-4864 . 24-1
ALMOST NEW. 2 BEDR.M. SUITE, private 
entrance. Range, fridge, carpets, curtains. 
One child O.K. $145.00. 656-4000or &56-2427.
24-1
G.N, DAY AND SONS LTD. 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
656-3008
8533 BEXLEY TRCE. 
SIDNEY







8 FT. CAB OVER CAMPER for rent. 652-1 




Owner Wilf Dorman gives Per­
sonal attention to all orders. 
PHONE 656- 4754
•72 CELICA. COMPLETE with radial snows, 




2 OR 3 BEDROO.M HOUSE or apartment (2 
children) by Aug. 1st or sooner. Phone Fred 
Thornton, before 5:30 p.m. Tuesday to 
Saturday. 656-5244. 23-2
BUSCK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE 1967. 
[Good condition. One owner, radio, 
I automatic. Will deliver to view. Phone 537- 
i 2627Ganges, Dr. Bilsbarrow. 24-1
READY MIX 
CONCRETE
MERCEDES BENZ. 1964 220 SE. Must sell. 
Open to offers ; also Fleetwood stereo, radio, 
TV combination. 656-2545.
1st. Oil the PENINSULA 





RELIABLE COUPLE NEED TO RENT 
from July 15 for about six months while 
building home in Sidney. 477-6898. 24-1
19 FT. DORY and nylon drag seine net, for 
sale. Phone 656-2953. 24-1
CO-ORDINATOR PARKLAND SCHOOL 
REQUIRES 3 bedroom house, Sidney, North 
Saanich, or Central Saanich area for 1973-74. 
Older home acceptable. Occupancy July or 
August. Phone 384-9661 or 642-3261. 24-1
1963 AUSTIN CAMBRIDGE WAGON, 
Automatic, radio, good tires and battery 
$450.00. Phone 656-3298 . 24-1
FARM EQUIPMENT
Established 1925
REAL ESTATE & 
" .INSURANCE :
Help WontM
BOAT FOR SALE. 16 ft. with cabin. Good 
shape throughout. Just painted. Very 
reasonable. Phone 652-1996. 24-1
FULLER BRUSH REPRESENTATIVE 
wanted for Sidney. Phone 382-1024 . 24-lf
Coming EvOnts
WANTED, STRONG, RELIABLE LADY to 
care for invalid lady: 656-4166 . 24-1





Light Industrial And 
Lawn & Garden 
Equipment
FEMALE
PART-TIME HELP for shoe repair shop. 
Aptitude for sewing an asset, apply Beacon 
Plaza Shoe Repair,Beacon Plaza, Sidney.24- 
T '
PENINSULA PLAYERS PRESENTS Rae 
Biuns Dance School in “Kaleidoscope”, 
Sanscha Hall, Sunday and Monday, June 24 
and 25 at 8:15 p.m. Adults $1.50; children 
75c: O.A.P.$1.00. 23-3
Archer’s T.V. Service 
9967 7th a. Sidney
656-5114 3-tf
Lumber Left Overs 
Ail Cedar
Utility Cedar, random length 
1 X 12 rough 15c lin. ft.
2x4 rough .07c lin. ft.
2x6 dressed 10c lin ft.
2x8 dressed 14c lin ft.
1x6 rough faced ranch panel, 
.06c lin. ft.
1X 8 rough faced ranch panel .08c 
lin. ft.




paintings, poetry, prose, 
and passages depicting the 
good and abuse of B.C.’s 
culture and environment, 
for non-profit publication. 
No age limit, amateur or 
professional may enter - 
all contributors will be 
fully credited. Entries 
must be postmarked by 
July 20, 1973. Awards will 
be given for the best 
works; l-$50, l-$25, 5-$5. 
Send entries to: Photo 
Commentary (An OFY 
Project), Room 430, 
Malaspina College, 375 




DEEP COVE MINI FARM 
2.6 ac. of verdant land in 2 par­
cels, a 2 bedroom home, a 20 x 70 
workshop, an irrigation pond, lots 
of fruit trees, room for hor­
ses. $41,900
yfE WILL TAKE TRADE-INS.
BUYING OR SELLING
656 4000 K. DRpST 656-2427






Two separate businesses 
Situated in ideal location; up­
town Sidney. For further par 
ticulars apply to 
H.Bradley 058-5183





2481 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney 656-3951
BRAND NEW - Lovely 3 bedroom 
home in sublime area with 
seaview, Top grade materials 
throughout. A really good buy.
One Acre parcel hear the ex­
perimental farm. Seaviews. Call 
me for more information on 




3.25 Acre parcel with sturdy 4 
bedroom part basement home. 
Fenced and cross fenced. Many 
lout buildings in good repair 
Asking $55,000 MIS
WORK WANTED — Tree falling; cement- 
work, landscaping by hour or contrtet. Free; 
estimates. Call 656-1763or 384-9737. ; 28-tP
—— ----———  — —I :
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH GARDEN 
CLUB monthly meeting, Monday June 18, 8 
p.m. St. Andrew’s Hall. .Mr. Jack Young will 
lead a discussion on the culture of roses. 
Visitors welcome. Monthly competition. 
Collection or arrangement of roses. 24-1
FURNITURE REPAIR; Refinisiung, 
cabinet making; Venetian blinds retaped 
a'.d cleaned. 25 years experience. All work 
guaranteed. Phone Ed. 658-1218,9682 - 4th
SL;,,y."- v'v;,' -'^SO-tf;
GENERAL MEETING of Sidney Elemen­
tary School Parents Auxiliary, Wednesday,
[ June 13, 8 p.m. Election of officers. Guest 
speakers Mr. Abbot, principal, of North 
Saanich School .and Mrs. Lois Walsh of 
School District No. 63. ^ 24-1
M. & H. 
TRACTOR & 
EQUIPMENT LTD.
6429 PATRlCIfl BAY HWY. 
^52-1752
HANDYMAN - GARDEN. LAWNS, car­
pentry, cement workiPhone 656-4166. - 23-tf
CLERK-TYPIST REQUIRES full or part- 
time position. 656-5681. 24-1
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH 
HISTORICAL Society meeting in the 
museum, Thursday, June 21st at 7:30 p.ni. 
Speaker Miss Moses.
ROTOVATING—-LAWN MOWING- 
TILLING ^ and mowing: Russ’s Tractor 
Service. 656-3689 after 5 p.m, 21-6
GARBAGE AND RUBBISH 
Phone 656-1784.:, ; -
HAULED.
204f
MOM'S HELPER WITH NURSING 
CAPABILITIES for all age groups Monday - 
Friday only. Own car. Wages by the day. 
$2.50 hour. Sidney area. Apply Box 0, The 
Review. 24-tf
viCTORIA HORTICULTURAI, SOCIETY 
summer show, First United Church Hall, 932 
L Balmoral Road, Friday, Jime 22, 2p.m. to 10 
p.m. Saturday, June 23, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Admission50c. 24-1
AJAX HOME AND OFFICE CLEANER.. 
Specializing in windows, floors and special 
clean-up. Bob Scott 652-1581. 24-tf
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF KEITH CHARLES 
McELROY, late of the City of 
Regina, in the Province of 
Saskatchewan, Deceased.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
All claims against the above 
Estate duly verified by statutory 
declaration and with particulars 
and valuation of security held, if 
any, must be sent to the un­
dersigned before the llth day of 
July, A.D. 1973. :





Solicitors for the 
Executrix.
Cedar, Random




1 X 10 rough level Siding .06c lin. 
ft.
Butler Brothers 
2040 Keating X Rd. 
652-1121
TENDERS
The Wardens of the Parish of 
North Saanich —- invite 
Tenders for the repair and 
painting of the existing wooden 
fence surrounding the Holy 
Trinity Church at Junction of 
West Saanich and Mills Cross 
Road.
Specifications covering work to 
be done may be obtained from 
Mr. T.G.V. Stephenson, 1640 Mills 
Cross Road, R.R. 2, Sidney, B.C.
Tenders will be accepted up to 
12 noon on June 29, 1973.
Persona k TRAILERS
SUMMER READING WORKSHOP for 
children. Professional tutoring, Individual or 
small groups, 656-5669 . 24-3
MOTHER! FRI-CUEM Liquid Embroidery 
is a good Carry With You Hobby, Ask Doreen 
Rosenthal 652-2514. , 2’2-3
AUTOMATIC WASHEH-FRIOGIDAIRE, 
custom deluxe, 2 speed, .separate wash and 
rinse temperature. Small load or normal 
water level. Excellent condition, $150.00, 
Phone 656-5260. 24-2
1 wish to express my thanks and ap­
preciation to Drs. Smith and Walsh, nwses 
and staff of Rest Haven Hospital for at­
tention nnd kindness shown my late wife 
"Happy’’ Helen Hanna; also friends and 
neighbours who have been so kind, Mrs. 
Hanna passed away on June 8. —M.A. 
Hanna. 24-1
CHEST OF DUAWEUS; dressing table with 
large mirror and night table to match, 
$45,00; bed settee with clmir, loose covers, 
$29,00; kitchen tnblo, 2d)nirs nnd cabinet for 





5 YEARS DEVELOPMENT have 
made (his immaculate house into 
a dollghtful family home. 




f, ft.Ugiitwoqd SIDEROAHO, gla.ss 
d(X)rs, $40,50; kilel\en cabinet lazy susan, 
$7.00; six windows assorted lypes witli 
screenii. Phone (I5(i-'2H20, 24-i
It PIECE ItEDRGO.M .SUTE; eleetrie 
heater, Imitation log, All in perfect eon- 
dlllon. Phone (15(110011. 24-1
We wish to express our sincere thanks to Dr. 
Worrall, nurses and staff of Rest Haven 
Hospital for their care nnd kindness to the 
late Mrs. Elsie Pushie and to all friends for 
visits nnd cards. The Pushie family. 24-1
Found
FOUND, WRIST WATCH on Downey Rd, 
Dee|) Cove, .Sunday, ,Iumi 3. (150-2887 , 24-1
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
“Vancouver Island’s most 





6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-2511
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
ANDOTHERS 
MAY DOROTHEA CLAY 
Deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of MAY 
DOROTHEA CLAY, deceased, 
late of the Town of Sidney, and 
more recently residing at 657 
Goldstream Avenue, Langford, 
B.C. are hereby required to send 
them to the executrix, MAR­
JORIE JEAN ANDERSON, 10103 
Tliird Street, Sidney, B.C. before 
the llth day of July, 1973, after 
which dale the executrix will 
distribute the said estate 
amongst the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard only to the 
claims of which she then has 
notice,
Marjorie Joan Anderson, 
Executrix.
S,S. PENNY, Solicitor 23-4
NOTICE TO CREDIT 
AND OTHERS 
JACOB HAGEN, Deceased 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of 
JACOB HAGEN, deceased, late 
of 10205Third Street, Sidney B.C. 
are hereby required to send 
them, duly verified, to the 
executor, William D. MacLeod, 
9060 East Saanich Road, R.R. 
Sidney, B.C. before the llth day 
of July, 1973, after which date the 
Executor will distribute the said 
estate amongst the parties en­
titled hereto, having regard only 
to the claims of which he then has 
notice.,,';-
William D; MacLeod, 
■,-.;';Executor,
S.S. PENNY, Solicitor ; 23-4
Western Canada School 
of Auctioneering Ltd.
Canada's first, and the only completely 
Canadian course offered anywhere. 
Licensed under the lYade Schools 
Licensing Act, R. S. A. 1970, C.366. For 
particulars of the next course write; 
Box 687, Lncombe, /Uberta or Phone 782- 
6215.
PMiifiilililSlsfl
WANTED, A GOOD VICE. Cheap. Not a 








DOMINIUMS - Priced from 
♦24',00<li,; ■
THRIVING CASH BUSINESS - 
Practicfllly self opornling - 







Daily exct'iit Sunday 
7;00-»:00 Wt'd. & Thurs.
SEVERAL ACREAGES ■ In­
cluding
1 • 2,04 acre parcel 
.1 • 0. aero parcel 
1 - 6.93 acre parcel 









$20,700 to $111.SOO 
with range & fridge. W W 
carpeting, aciiarato utility 




, Plume nflor 5:00 
24-1
Id INCH IlDTAUV MDWEU, in gnod 
wiirkingfnndltitm,I''lmneo5(l-’.lll52, 24 1
Tnitl'.E PIECI'. IIEDUGtfM







EI.ECTTUU MDWEIl! Irnileri<«4 I <1 I l» cd I « » Tf • , »» t t I fIMt. I
, neu,, liiu'ddi'djien, I’lmio’ ii',6 IIUO
■ ■ v: ■ ■ 2t'i
TAIII.E SAW 8 im'li netivcr hit Arluit’, 
I'omiileic tvill) Htmiil onil 'i; It (»- riuitur. 
175 (HI, Plume 658-52('0- : 24-2
VERY EEIEMILY THUEIhVEAll OLI)
hiiU Arah gelding, wj Immlu high Exeelkml 
I'tmfiirmallon, ,Well uliitied m EkigllHli. 
PluM,e(i5ii-liHiiiiil'tei-,’i|im, ‘ 24d
R.r.v. Wiimipom. ptinrAni.E msii
WASIIEU, 16 hectiee, Cmed eimditton 
li:i,5 tw iiiOietme, , 24-i











1(1 tlAI,, AEQEARIAM uilli emm(iy. heeler, 
(liter eiul inmqi. sretHi, ICyi.rHen! eimdithm 
((l.2'23YT 24'1
YOUII OVVN BUSINESS
Men or women to operate their 
own purl time business, 
reHtocUing tmd collecting money 
from game, clgarelles. soft 
drinks and candy machines, 
l.ocations estahllshed by co. with ' 
no selling involved. T o have your 
own esclnsive route yon must 
have car, referenees and able to 
iiivetd Jt.dOO to $2,800. .Only 8 
iioui’H of your time per week will 
bring in escellent returns, For 
those will) wish io build full time 
operation we have nn excellent 
financed expniiHloii program. 
Write to Canadian eoin products. 






Quality Meat Cut. Wrapped 
for Horne Freezers,
7108 W» Saanich 65’M(152
DllNISH UPHOLSTERY
MIUt'imlrH — Aii.Vul7on<ifil and . 










We reserve the right' to 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS:
Monday to Saturday 
8:30a.m. to 6:00p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a .m. to 9:00 p'.m
WANTED, RipE, TO ARRIVE DOWN- 
TOWN Vicloriti 9 a.m. starting Juno 25th. 
Will share gas, 6S6-3084. 24-1
HAPPY HOME UEQDIREU wiUi room and 
board for tC year old girl student, will be 
working in Sidney for two months. 302-8006.
24-1
YOUNG PERSON WANTED TO HELP with 
expenses to keep house going, Phone 656-4402 
or leave note ut Wiile hoase with blue, and 
smashed blue car in driveway on Amelin. 24-
L , ' '
Central Saanich
Tractor Service Ltd.
Uotovaling. Cultivating. Front 
end louder. Plowing, Post 
hull's dug. Custom Haying
2x6x211 ItOLGII; 2x1 nmd.mi lengih. Minm 
ihiplap, *(mu' kltelvH'ig iw'.ird, ("I'.i! luio m* 
(i5(i-ai4n: 24.1




VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
ain SAANICH RD.
BUS, 386-3S8S RES, 656-3602
WANTtill. MOOEHN ROM*; t.n lArgr W- 
Apjily VLfiX P. Shlm'ylleVifW . 21 4
T WO ,W'ltKKOf ST.V.NCIMI HAY h’l 
Kl?7 ?(■!
L.LDV'S firiTr-lT'i:; hi>kf4.i>,tid tUMier'; 
amtreM'i'iil fixUin'. Iloor ifntislier wma 
Pinirlli St '
YOU LAS Sill I i'L W I TOM AI Ol'.S. 11 v 
(nifs It |iii.vs. itlvo It'lliH't' tmd I’ffldtagi’ 
plimiu We' HuuMuliM' HI famtumns, 40 
\unelievi, L'mne nnd see ii*, «e will leiult 
you (.e ranmmti ,xnT nttier |ilunix lOiim;
1 .»un, ‘,..,0 VO ,%i I. u..,.,: ;m i
IUMTIV WIIINGI II WASIIEU. llean, 
















Dresses • Suits •.Sporiiswenr 
Lingerie
710,7 W.Sa an it'll 6.''»2-3ll3
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CREDIT UNION
Brentwood Bay Branch 
7174 West Saanicli Road 
65'.l-2ni 6.52-2822
HlieeinU’/mg In low cost loans
MAKi;m:w |•Rll:^ns .-andim.v ymir billu 
id. '('ll cAi'i e/irn IK* mi Avon
'trpt'exfiKtdWe ltxefUiy Hint rewurdmiL C.lll
;WU7.1451,r wrde .Mri* . ‘'(iuentln'r. 5720 OltL 
tielilR.i ,n ll,7,Vfcleri.'t,U 2TT




HAS»TAMT t.VHILM.Ii SLltVIUK. .Sidney 












n)1 piaiinpnHd ‘iltiekeri 
ConservrdorioK ai Zurich 
ami Vienna

















































Dr. Ballard SOFT MOIST
CAT FOOD
n $1004 ’'OX IBOX
lElU) PUDOING CUP




i Cetf dninsL! CoiLHlructiori 
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Ian Brenton, 9125 East Saanich, 
lost control of his car on 
Resthaven at Harbour Rd. in­
tersection on June 6, hitting a 
hydro pole. The car was 
demolished but Brenton was 
uninjured. He was charged with 
driving without due care and 
attention.
A two-car collision on 
Maryland Drive took place on 
June 6 when a vehicle driven by 
Ann Graham, 1937 Keating Cross 
Rd. backed out of a driveway into 
a car driven by Darlene Mor- 
neau, 9486 Maryland. Graham 
was charged with backing when 
unsafe to do so. Damage totalled 
$750.
place on June 6 when a car driven 
by Brian James, 1265 McTavish 
made a left turn off. the highway 
onto Beacon, striking a car 
driven by Joan Griddle, 1070 
McTavish. James was charged 
and damage amounted to $325.
A collision at the intersection of 
Beacon Ave. and Highway 17 took
On June 8, an accident took 
place at McTavish and Lochside 
involving cars driven by 
Catherine Eluedahl, 10173 Fifth 
St. and Stephen Williams, 9971 
Resthaven Drive. Eluedahl 
proceeded from McTavish into 
the path of Williams driving 
south on Lochside. Williams 
admitted he was speeding 
however and no charges were 
laid although three people 
received injuries and damage 
totalled $2,500.
RECREATION COMMISSION
Registrations for the B.C. 
Yachting Association Sailing 
Course will take place on Friday, 
June 15, at Sanscha from 7-9 p.m. 
The dates are June 25 to 29. 
Beginners course at 9 a.m. and 6 
p.m, Advanced course at 1:30 
p.m. Sailboats and equipment 
included in course fees. Phone 
Sidney Recreation Office 656- 
4914, between the hours of 10 and 
12 noon, Mondays to Fridays, for 
information.
ditional recreational period for 
participants of the Spring 
Recreation Programme and 
those interested. Proceeds will be 
used to purchase new equipment 
for recreation activities.
Everyone is invited to attend 
the Penny Festival which is 
taking place this Friday, June 15, 
at Sanscha from 7-9:30 p.m. The 
purpose is to provide an ad-
All SRC members, leaders and 
volunteers who have assisted 
with the Spring Recreation 
programme are reminded to 
attend the Volunteer Recognition 
Coffee party at Sanscha on 
Wednesday, June 20 from 7-9:30 
p.m. (Don't forget to bring your 
running shoes).
Registrations for the Sidney
OBITUARIES
NANSON
On Friday, May 18, 1973, death 
came quietly to Mr. Philip 
Nanson at the Tuxedo Villa, 2060 
Corydon Avenue, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba.
Mr. Nanson, formerly of 
“Sunset Ck)ttage”, 10193 West 
Saanich Road, was in his 91st 
year. He is survived by his three 
daughters, Mrs. Guy Parent 
(Kathleen), North Battleford, 
Saskatchewan, Mrs. R.W. 
Matthews (Amy), Victoria, B.C. 
and Mrs. A. A. Ariano (Vera), 
Brandon, Manitoba.
Funeral service was conducted 
by Sallows and McDonald 
Funeral Home. Interment took 
place in the Woodlawn Memorial 
Gardens, North Battleford; 
Saskatchewan.
residence 9851 Second St.
She leaves her loving husband 
Bill, at home; sons, Robert, of 
Bedford, England and Hugh and 
Glen, in Calgary, Alta.; 7 
grandchildren; 3 great­
grandchildren; 1 brother and 
sister in Ontario.
Service was held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Thursday, June 7th, 1973 
at 3:00 p.m. Rev. R.H. Pratt 
officiating.
ALF BECKER & SON LTD.
I 2981 TILLICUM RD. 384-64141______
MUSIC
PUSHIE
In Sidney, B.C. on June 5th, 
1973, Mrs. Elsie Blanche Pushie, 
aged 78 years. Born in Medicine 
Hat, Alta., and a resident of 
Sidney for the past 22 years, late
2428 Beacon Ave. (opposite Post Office)
656-4818
VSfEATHER
The following is the meteorological report 
for the week ending June 10 furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney;
Maximum temperature (June 5) v ,
Minimijm temperature (June 10) 41
Minimum on grass 34
Precipitation
Pi ecipitation to date 8.47
Sunshine 49 hrs.
See our excellent Stock of 
8 Track Tapes and Records.
Supplied by the-meteorological division, 
Department of Transport for the week 
ending June 10.
Maximum temperature (June 5) 73
Minimum temperature (June 10) 41
Mean temperature ' 55-7
Rain ^




























Summer Recreation Programme 
will take place at Sanscha on 
Friday, June 22 (from 2-4 p.m. 
and from 7-9 p.m.) and again on 
Friday, June 29. at 7 p.m.
Two three-week supervised 
courses are being held. The first
course will run from July 3 to 
July 20. SRC-trained leaders will 
be in attendance and are plan­
ning a variety of crafts, sports, 
games and special events for 
those from 3 to 13 years. These 
programmes will be quite in-
lormal, organized to make 
children want to go to the 
playground. Activities em­
phasizing fun, pleasure and 
enjoyment in the summer sun is 
the main theme.
Utilizing the Sanscha grounds 
and Hall and the Sidney 
Elementary School, three 
separate programmes are being
offered in each course. Tot Lot, 
for the Pre-schooler ; Playground 
for those in the 6-9 year age range 
and two activity programmes 
(Introduction to Tennis, and 
Introduction to Mini-Ball) for 
those 9 to 13).
Registration should be made at 
the above mentioned times in 
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Mt. Newton X Rd. 8:50 1:00 1:57 * 1:1.5
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Elliott & Company 
Chart er c(1 .Aceo tin t a it t s
W..I, Kl.l.lOTT.C.A.
Beacon Sluipping Plaza 




Custom Built Homes 
.Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets. Repairs 





A c c o 11 n t i n g . T a x a t i o n , 
Payrolls, General Business 
Services. Full or Partial 
Service as desired. Gver 25 












BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 
Nl.ASONRY & GENERAL 
CONTRACTING
TRUMAN CONST. LTD.
‘(615 8th St. 6.56-4641)













.Ml Repairs — .Any size Boat and 





Backhoe Work Trucking 
BACK FILLING-LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS FILTER BEDS| 
SEWER—STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES 


















Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
HAR LEE FOODS
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 








SUP COVERS FABRICS 
BOAT CUSHIONS
ROBERTS BAY GROCERY 
10184 Third St. 
Groceries — Vegetables 
Home made Pies 




Robert W. Roper, D.C.
, 2448 Beacon Ave. 
.Sidney 656-4611
FREE ESTIMATES 
G- ROUSSEU - ; '
10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127 SIDNEY
Painting-Decorating




656-3844 after 6 p.m.
XaitdseaplMg
Danger Trees 
i Topped & Removed Landscaping
€® a tree tors
B. BUITEIMDYK
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
New Homes & Cabinets Custom built 
Remodeling - Additions and Repnirs. 





Specializing in Rewire 
and Repairing
■ ;v TREE surgeon;
Jim Campbell Jr.
Box 52 :: , 539-2185
1 'Salurna Island, B.C. : ; ^ 539-2470
: MmsaiBiMg 
^;&;;ll©atlitg;
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Re.sidenlial 
Construction. Renovations 










5:15 1 A.H. FIDO
E 1 CONSTRUCTION
X 1 CUSTOM HOMES
ALTERATIONS FRAMING
P 1 FREE ESTIMATES
656-2269
LAPHAM & LEWIS 
ELECTRIC LTD.
Residential & Commercial


















. .“‘.. 7147 .
10:26 
10:52
V 1 • 1')
2:14
2! 20







11;.52 il:lo 2:55 5:52 5:50 5:45
1,caving m m:
w. ..." ' ; m '. : .■'» ''
Victoria 8:20 8:45 8:45 12:15
1:15 5:50 4:00 5:50















Post Holes Dug, 
Brush Cutting,
and Repairs






SAND - GRAVEL TOP SOIL 
PRESTOLOGS 







CONCH ETE PAVING 






technician with 35 years ex­
perience in Electronic 
Maintenance and Repairs,
Call Eric at 656<4U7


















Light Repair Work 









One year warranty on 
all workmanship 
Reno vat Iouh*—Additions 
(bmmt'i I ial--Uexidi'Utiid 
17!I'»61k nVi-U'll
Thorne's Electric
Induslriid * Hesidenlial 
Gommereial Wiring 
Pole.s nnd Une Work
QUAI.ITY WOHKSMANSllIP 





Medical Arts Building 
2412 Beacon Avenue 650-2713
SEA BREEZE INN





.Mnriiu' AmIw << Hiduy tilBUt 
Windbw ftlaiiii • Mirrors, , 
WltirtublHilt Inilnlh'rt 











"" OV».r IMLANIWI 
Tri'tl.LI'HONK US# »4«1
COMMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY
8:0.5+ l :!.“) + BOK S




KEY: Every Day I'xeepl Sundays X Dnildavs 
Sunday & Holidays Only
+On Rei|uesl
miln Request SundaysDuly 
« Cenneetlng Hus
A(|(l|ll 1(111, I'Distvr l-'iJI't:. (.jllid 








Birtlirigid ' *•* * J I'j’
i.euiAtd ^rd
f'risis Lim.*'24hours r 3hrc6323
Family Allowanee, old Age 
.•"u'ciiritv and Giiuriin'.eed In- 
come Suppleinent , 3Uit"3ti3t 
Pinaiieial '.Sneial
A(lov,jine<> feld Sup’d-Mrienl to 
" ('»!d Atu* 'S(‘.s i'l'-'. ^ '
Y'ldtioj, '’I'eii.il .aid N'lrtF
VhCr'i Uul' t’V'j b; ■ 65r>'uu
Homem,.diei’
Ij.ndlin (1 and Tcnanl Advisory 
Uunati 382-3196
U'>.(,d Am Driinmal 362-2161
Sn,.nirl Menial lleallh Centre
47+160?.
Put i c Peiilth (Pre-natal, Well 
H,,hy Immunization nnd V.D.





No. 63 • Rural Saanich, Central 
Ewmlch. North Saanich. Sid­
ney «w-nir’
Services for flw Elderly ;t8lS-4?66
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NEARLY TWO DOZEN HUMMINGBIRDS are regularly using this bird feeder on the porch of the former Madeleine Till residence 
now a North Saanich municipal park. Mrs. Sonia Gye, caretaker of the park, fills the feeders two or three times e y.
TSMTLIP LEO ®ELEMT19?i TO OTTAWA
Want Early Decision On Land Claims Says Philip Paul
If informal preliminary talks 
with Indian Affairs minister Jean 
Chretien are any indication, 
B.C.’s 50,000 native Indian people 
may be a step closer to reaching 
a land claims settlement with the 
federal government.
But, cautions Philip Paul of the 
Tsartlip Band in Central Saanich, 
there is still quite a ways to go 
and the federal government has 
yet to formally recognize a claim 
presented to Ottawa last July.
Paul, a member of the Union of 
B.C. Indian Chiefs’ executive 
committee and recently ap­
pointed co-ordinator of land 
claims research by the Union, 
1 has just returned from the 
nation’s capital where he led a 
delegation to meet with Mr. 
Chretien.;",, aV:
According to Paul, the meeting
a'\
“It is hot a claim for present 
title to B.C., and it is not a claim 
that the white man has no rights 
here,’’ Paul said.
Chief Paul, a member of the 
Senate for the University of 
Victoria, said that the claim for a 
final settlement is based on 
principles of justice and equity 
which have been applied 
elsewhere.
He pointed out what he con­
siders as a valuable nrecedent in
the settlement now being con­
cluded with the native people of 
Alaska by the U.S. government, 
and he also mentioned the claim 
presented by the Yukon Indians, 
which. has been approved in 
principle by the federal govern-. 
ment.
“If accepted, our claim will lay
the basis of a new and fruitful era 
of relationship and confidence 
between the Indian people of B.C. 
and their fellow citizens,
MEMORIAL GIFTS
In Memoriam donations to the
CANADIAN , 
CANCER SOCIETY
are an appreciated mark of respect used 
exclusively for research, and should be 
taken, or mailed to 857 Caledonia 
Avenue, Victoria. Cards are sent to the 





was informal and was held to . 
discuss matters arising out of the 
submission which was made to 
Prime Minister Trudeau.
FULFORD HARBOR
Thur 14 0240 10.0 1045 1.8 1925 10.9 0005 9.6
Fri 15 0320 10,0 1120 1.6 2005 11.1 0045 9.7
Sat 16 0400 10.0 1155 1.5 2035 o 11.1 ,
Sun ^ 9-8 1230 : 1.5 2105 11.2.
Mon 18 0230 9.4 0500 9.6 1305 1.6 2135 11.2
Wed 20 0410 8.4 0635 8.6 1410 2.7 2225 11-2
21 0455 7.6 0750 7.9 1450 3.5 2250 11.0.







» ? At the meeting, said Paul,
; : members of the Union’s Chiefs
Council made it clear they desire ;
^ decision at the earliest possible
date, while also indicating a 
" ; \ willingness to enter into detailed
discussion and negotiation with a 
view to settlement as soon as a 
decision is obtained from the 
government.
And; the meeting also allowed 
Union representatives to clear up 
a major point with Mr. Clu’etien.
‘‘Although no decision has yet 
been made by the Government of 
Canada on our claim," said Chief 
Paul, "Statements have been 
made in public by government 
authorities, including the Prime 
Minister, suggesting that the 
position of the Indian people in 
B.C. is totally unreasonable, and 
includes a demand for the whole 
province to be returned to them. 
We therefore considered it 
necessary to take the opportunity 
to clear up what is in fiu’l the 
Union’s position.”
He said that while basically the 
claim does include some 
requirements for adjustments to 
reserve boundnri Os, and for 
soltlement of foresliore rights, It 
Is a claim for compensation (or 
the lessor henefils oi the use and 





12” X 96” Wood Grain Stained
;0ur Paint Deptv...
still Some Discontinued Colors
in No. 1 Bapco & Sherwin-Williams Paints at 1/2 Price
In Our Garden Dept and Hardware Dept
Quality Goods at Regular Prices SERVICE With A Smile
(Don’t Forget Our Free Deliveiy)
BEACON AVE SIDNEY 656-1134
liTlOLSTER
& SONS





Aft Joiitir & Sons




W» have a good stock ol Brighaitl PlpCS The finest name In l*l|,es,
' ■ . ’ 'll . , ,
Instamatic Cameras 26-95 ■ 79,95
Brute After Shave & Brute After Shave Creme Lotion
lU,(h l„r 4.25
Royall Lynne ■ Toilet Lotion 5.00 >
Royall Lynne ■ Soap for Men 2 bars 3.00 
Men’s Hair Brushes ■ 1.75
1‘luK mnny ntiver gift itemk to plcaitf Dtuf,
SIDNEY PHARMACY
?,41G BEACON AVE. 656-1168
TENNIS
656-3136
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF 
3 COLOR COATED COURTS ON APPROX. JUNE 15
ANYONE INTERESTED IN JOINING AS A SOCIAL (TENNIS) 
PLAYER SHOULD CONTACT THE OFFICE OR ATTEND THE 
MEETING AT THE CLUBHOUSE MONDAY. JUNE llth AT 8:00 P.M.
GLEN MEADOWS 
GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
1050 AAcTAVISH Rd. RR 2, Sidney, B.C.














LOW FOOD PRICES ii:;
FRESH WHOLE
frying.









WESTERN FAMILY STEMS & PIECES
MUSHROOMS 0™/
10 OZ, ™ ^
FRESH CALIFORNIA G
CHERRIES LB.
SNOBOYWESTERN FAMILY LONG : ' ■
SPAGHEni carrots









CREAM CORN KERNEL CORN














WESTERN FAMILY , /
100' PERCENT ALL,,VEGETAB!.E ^ ^
WIARGARINE
SIDNEY DAZE' DANCE-'JUNE;30TH 
.S.\NSCHA HAIJ/ HAND •*- fIMF RAIL
FACELLEJiOYALEWESTERN FAMILY AEROSOL 20 OZ.
WINDOW CLEANER 69"^ ^TlsSlE
,2„rLY
PRICES EFFECTIVE 




OVER 200 STORES 
OPERATING FROM THE LAKEHEAD 
TO THE PACIFIC
SIDMiY
Crochet knit, self collar with zipper neck 
opening. One pocket, cuffed short sleeves. 
Colors: Blue, Beige, White. Sizes S-M-L-XL. 
Remember Dad on Blather’s Day.
GIRLS'NYLON SHORTALL
SPECIAL
Sleeveless stylo sirotch nylon shorlall. The 
perfect garment for vacation time. Assorted 
colons, in junior misscss’ sizes 7 to 14, Compare 
our low savings price. ''
JUNIOR MISSES'T-SHIRtS
SPECIAL
SlotjveloHS stretch nylon T*shirts with crew 
neck and zip front. The colorful stripe pat­
tern comes in Green/Yellow, Blue/Red. 
Junior Misses'sizes 7 to 14.
HOT JUNE VALUiS FOK
A Ladi@s' Jaeket-SlMiit Set
Short sleeve baby doll blazer jacket with matching 
short Smartly styled in 60% cotton, 40% polyester 
seersucker. Hanger pack. Choice of two styles. Colors: 
Red, Blue, in multi plaid and medium 
check. Sizes 8 to 16. ^ ^
SPECIAL, Set ------
Ladles' CetiM Priiil Shifts
Cool charmers! Sleeveless cotton shifts in gay colorful 
prints. Zip front, two styles ~ with or without pockets. 
Assorted colored prints, in sizes 10 to 
18. Be thrifty, select early!
SPECIAL, icich - - - - -
Great Value! Expertly fashioned! Pretty and practical 
to wear almost anywhere. Pique stitch, contr^ting 




Easy care polyester cuffed shoiis. Two patch^^ p^^^ 
with contrasting piping. Mock fly. Colors: Navy/Red, 
White/Navy, Yellow/Navy. Sizes Small, Medium, 
Large. A must for the Summer ward-
- : ’^.88
UtHe gWIs' and Toddlers'
NYLON SHORTS
LlUlo I'jiis’ ond toddlers' shorts 
stretch hvlon. Sown cren.so, Good 
selection.’ Sizes 4-G-GX and 2, 3 





Pretty and 80 practical for sunsj 
days. Stretch nylon short sot Inf^ 
color combinations—Bluo/Navy, W! 
Red, YcUow/Brown.






Sis©s 3@ t© 4®
100% Fortrel-Polyester dress slacks... 
guaranteed to please in style and in 
price. Styled with 2-inch cuffs, front 
scoop pockets, two regular back pock­
ets. Assorted fancy patterns and colors. 
Sizes 30 to 40. A really low price for 
such outstanding quality!
i©ys' ©ndl Little Boys'
^YLOII SWIM T^yHU
100% nylon Perma Press swim trunks, in check pat­
tern. Longer leg style, nylon mesh support, draw­





Liftle Boys" Sixes 4, 6, 6X - -
158
118
Mirs Byioii SWlSil TRUNKS
,x
•Super styles for the sun-and-surf life this Summer. 
100% stretch nylon, front support, inside front pock­




An outstanding value in suSstandard quality,
of bold, colorful designs. Sizes 






100% stretch nylon, 1x1 rib 
dress socks. Machine wash­
able. Assorted colors of Black, 
Chestnut, Coffee, A z u r e, 
Plum, Navy, Olive, Wine, 
Oxford. Fits. 10-13. By Mc­
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A broom filled with polypro­
pylene bristles, Excellent for 
patios, sidewalks, garages, etc, 
A handy, sturdy push broom. 
14 lnch size.
A 128.0Z. Jug by "THERMOS.’' 
Rugged construction, rantproof 
polypropylene case. Has spout 
vvllli screw-pn cap. Ideal for 
camping, picnics, patios.
Beoich Sul*
Tmldlcra win have lots of lun 
In the sun with this brightly 
colored sond wagon set. Com­
plete with pall, shovel, rako 
and sieve. Size about 8'A" x8'',
SPECIAL, Eo., ■■ ^
,' ] ( t;
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Soft, lofty plaid colored blanket woven 
with 60 % polyester and 40 % ray on. 
Acetate binding. Washable! Non-allergen- 
ic, moth-proof and colorfast. Size 72" x 84". 
Assorted colors. Sale fpric^.
Plain thermal blanket in a soft but dur­
able blend ,—- 60% polyester, 40% -rayom 
Perma napped to reduce shedding and 
pilling. Size 72" x 90". Non-allergenic. 
Colors; White, Gold, Rose.
SPECIAL, Each
First quality. Softly napped flannelette 
blanket. This Tex-made quality ijs^designed 
for comfort and serviceability.^Size^O x 
90". Colors Rose/Blue or Gold/Green 
'stripe.
SPECIAL, Eoch
Printed reversible cotton comforter, plump filled with pol^ 
ester Floral design on angelskin. Reverse side in flannelette 
S^event slipping. Size 66"xTO". Assorted colors to match 
pillows below. A quality comforter — — —
at a thrifty price.
SPEC 1 AL, Ecjch - >• -
' 1, u .
* 1 I ^
GREAT BUY ON SUBSTANDARDS!
LUNCHEON CLOTH JACQUARD TOWEL







Fttiicv jacquard teiTy towels in ukmI- 
orn design. Size 2n" x-l()". Slight irn-Gaily printed cotton luncheon cloth In ............. ....... ^, .. ....................
vaiiouH noral designs, Size about 35 by porfections will not affect nppoarance 
at inehes A (remendmis value at this or wear. Colors: Blue, fiiwn, Gold, 
low price, flurry in early Thursday! Plnlt.
Remarkable vnhte! Select from a 
grand assortment of area mats — 
shags, non-sHld-s nnd broadloonis. 
Asiioried colors and dt’slgns. Sergwl 




An opportunity lo save on a fine qua! 
Uy pillow, Printed angelskin cover, 
polyester fill, Size 2t)" x 26", Assorted 
polora to match comforter advertlswl 
directly above.
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